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Welcome to *Janaus* 15, folks! But you suspected we'd skipped the country with the subscription money. Gracious, no, we wouldn't do anything like that. (It would be wrong.) Jan and I consider ourselves committed to *Janaus* at least until the receipts add up to enough for a couple of plane tickets. With that assurance, you can expect *Janaus* to be around for quite a while longer.

It's been almost four months since that multi-colored extravaganza, *Janaus* 14, was mailed out. (Number 14, by the way, was not rainbow-hued by artistic/esthetic choice, as so many of you kind readers assumed; we just ran out of basic beige paper. But thanks for the compliments, anyway.) The time elapsed since #14 was mailed out might seem longer to you than it seems to us, since in the interim we've completed the equivalent of another issue of *Janaus*—that is, the *WisCon 3 Program Book*.

**Janaus** 14 is the *WisCon 3 Program Book* and is something all you completists (and repentants who recognize your error at not attending *WisCon* out there) should have (she said, slyly, beginning her plug). Not only are there nine whole pages of programming descriptions and related mini-essays, there are three articles introducing our three guests of honor: Gina Clarke describes her fannish career as the (other) duchess of Canadian fandom; Paul Novitski writes about his suspicions that John Varley is really an alien visitor, basing his conclusion primarily on the so-called "fiction" written by this Nebula-winning author; and Suzy McKee Charnas is introduced by a collage of impressions contributed by Chelsea Quinn Yarbro, Liz Lynn, Vonda McIntyre, Susan Wood, Jan Bogstad, and myself. There are bibliographies of the works of Charnas and (an extensive one) of Varley. And last, there is artwork. Besides gorgeous covers by Vicki Poyser and Madison's Robert Kellough, there is an art portfolio with work by Georgie Schnobrich, Robert Frazier, and myself, based on images drawn from Charnas's and Varley's fiction. (Besides all this, there are two interviews that Jan Bogstad conducted with the *WisCon* Guests of Honor, but these (lucky for you) are reprinted in this issue of *Janaus*.)

The *WisCon 3 Program Book* was not available on the newsstand nor was it sent out to subscribers. (We discovered last year that many *WisCon* attendees were not interested enough in *Janaus*, and more recently that our growing newsstand readership is not aware enough of fandom/conventions, to warrant combining the two.) Copies are available on request for $1.00 plus 50¢ postage from SF².

Acquiring that, you may discover some of the essence of what we planned *WisCon* to be. You won't, however, find out what actually happened. For that you should turn to the *WisCon* reports in this issue of *Janaus*. *WisCon 3* was enjoyable for the most of the members of the group and for me, though I find myself feeling somewhat glutted with comics and con-going (having gone to three conventions in the time since *WisCon*). I remember a conversation with someone between dances at the get-acquainted party that first Friday of the con, that ended up characterizing my reaction to the weekend. "The thing that makes conventions so rewarding and energizing for me," my friend said, "is the mutual ego-boosting that goes on: not fake backpatting, but real, honest expressions of appreciation and respect for one another. Conventions tend to encourage us to look for valuable, praiseworthy things in our friends and the openness of the con allows us to express those insights." That's what has made conventions good for me too. In my involvement with programming, as coordinator of the art show, and most of all during interactions with the people who came to *WisCon*, it was happening all the time.

But, as I mentioned earlier, there is the problem of becoming over-saturated with conventioning. Jerry Kaufman has written an excellent essay for *Raffles*¹ in which he points out that conventions sometimes function as fannish equivalents to religious holy days, that the expectations and planning that go into the conventions for us are the essence of what makes (or used to make) holy days pivotal celebrations in the lives of religious communities. Considering my characterization of convention interactions in the previous paragraph, I wonder if a more apt religious simile for the convention might be a retreat. But, just as Christmas (for example) would tend to lose significance if it were celebrated once a month, one could not possibly bring the same freshness and desire to renew friendships to a convention/retreat that has become a frequently scheduled, commonplace event.

Why then in the past 2½ months have I gone to three more conventions? And how could I miss *MiniCon* when it's so close? An incredibly large contingent—31—of *Mad City* fanns drove up to Minneapolis, so did an incredibly large number of other fans. In fact, one Minneapolis fan told me confidentially (so don't say anything about this to anyone) that there were so many people at *MiniCon* (which was held in the hotel where *Con* would have taken place had Minneapolis won the 1973 bid) that Minneapolis has now essentially had its worldcon!

*Mad City* programming infiltrated *MiniCon* with Diane Martin's "Madisc parade of Cats," which premiered as a slide show at *WisCon 3*. To offset this event, certain individuals felt it necessary to correct this one-sided image of *Mad City* fandom. As count—

¹ *Raffles* 2 (Jan. 1979), edited by Larry Carmody (Box 1092, New Hyde Park, NY, 10040) and Stu Shiffman (886 W. 181st St., 640, New York, NY, 10033).
er programming. I hosted an anti-cat program which immediately followed Diane's more "sentimental" revue. Featured in the anti-cat program were out-of-the-closet cat-haters Dick Russell (who brought his neat kitty "noose" leash), Madison expatriate John Bartelt, and a singer, Jon Singer.

Two weeks earlier there was NorWesCon (in Seattle) a 2-year old convention whose attendance was triple the size of their first convention, and which, like MiniCon, is going to be a regional convention whose size rivals what a worldcon used to be only a few years ago. In spite of the unexpectedly large attendance, the convention was run smoothly and the art show (coordinated expertly by Jane Hawkins) especially looks as if it will soon become the BosKone of the West. I went to NorWesCon because I wanted to see friends who had not been prevented by a little snow from coming to WisCon; besides it was nearly April, and I was tired of looking at all the snow. Anyway I had a great time.

The third convention was not close to Madison. I didn't know anyone who was attending the con—well, hardly anyone. And I had no reason to escape Madison weather: springtime in wonderful Wisconsin. I did, however, have an unusually overpowering reason to go to Austin for ArmadilloCon: I had been asked to be a guest of honor. Contrary to some of my apprehensions prior to stepping on the plane, the experience was exhilarating, very flattering, and incredibly fun. I haven't gone to a con in a long time where I'd not known a great many people attending; considering the many warm, friendly, and interesting people I made friends with in Austin, perhaps I should do it more often! High points for me were the post-banquet presentation by Goat John Varley and myself—an interview/conversation "On Illustrating and Being Illustrated" (which was surprising, since it was specifically that program event that I had been most nervous about); the con parties in the con suite (for which I'd volunteered my room); the hilarious and inspired auctioneering by Howard Walldrop for the original Varley manuscripts and other items; and the authentic gosh-this—reminds-me-of-Bonanza barbecue Sunday evening. Oh, there's lots more, and I'll be writing about that someplace else, but it was a good con, and I didn't even notice my con-exhaustion until I considered how soon Westercon and AutoClave were coming up.

Back on the ranch—1 mean, meanwhile in MadCity, people have recovered from WinCon 3 and have begun planning for an (almost) springtime WinCon 4. We've asked Octavia Butler and Joan Vinge to attend as guests of honor, David Hartwell as editor guest of honor, and Bev DeNeese as fan guest of honor. They all said, "Gosh, wow, sure!" or words to that effect.\footnote{More details will follow, never fear.}

Winding down from the convention, no one had enough energy to create a program for our February open meeting, so Philip Kaveny rescued us by re-naming a WinCon program, "Symbols in Locomotion", a slide show with accompanying taped music, a project that he'd done considerable work preparing during the months prior to WinCon and which was enthusiastically received by its audience on both occasions. Phil recalls some intriguing images in relation to this program in his con report in this issue of \textit{Janus}. Several months later, Phil presented this same program to the 300 members of a University of Wisconsin SF course.

Unfortunately, I missed those events— I think I was in Minneapolis visiting and finding out how MinnSTFers run their business meetings. (Someone calls the meeting to order and everyone else cries, "Run away! Run away!" and they all get back to partying.)

I also missed the next monthly community program, since at that time I was conventioning in Seattle. The March program was coordinated by Jim Cox (WORT-PM programmer for "The Science Fiction and Fantasy Hour"), who brought a collection of audio tapes and slides for a show used in the Oregon, Wis., school system. Knowing Jim, I'm sure it was entertaining.

I was on hand for the April show, however, and glad am I of that. Lisa Nash invited her friend Marina Hammerstrom to speak to us, and Ms. Hammerstrom's program was so interesting that she's agreed to write about some of the things she talked about for \textit{Janus}, present her program at WinCon 4, and she will also be heard on Jim Cox's Science Fiction and Fantasy Hour on WORT-PM. She's a NASA nurse who was one of the first women in the astronaut testing program. Her recollections of the rigors and reasons behind the physical-testing procedures she was subjected to, and especially the implications she suggested for the censorship of data collected by those tests, were intriguing and kept us eagerly attentive throughout her talk and slide presentation.

Whether MadSTF encourages obsessive work habits or simply attracts people of such inclinations, I'm not sure, but the group here never seems to be able to enjoy the benefits of spare time\footnote{"Spare time", \textit{m.}, a mythical concept, much like "eternal youth", "over the rainbow", and "real soon now".} long enough to wonder what to do with it. As if nonstop \textit{Janus} production, several other fanzines, year-round WinCon...
Words From the Interface

EDITORIAL

Jan Bogstad

I must say at the outset that this editorial is a response to my experiences at WisCon 3 and more specifically to the "Violence and Ecstasy in Current SF" panel and the author's response to that panel. My initial resentment towards the response has withered into a realization that it is really more fruitful to continue a dialog than to chastise either of the several "camps." The next step in this process for me will be to make explicit an implicit consideration in the structure of WisCon and of *Jotus*.

I often feel as if I'm being pulled in two directions with my involvement in fandom. On the one hand, we are criticized for not being professional enough in our approach to science fiction as literature, especially with regard to setting standards for the evaluation of SF. On the other hand, groups of fans claim that these same activities—WisCon, *Jotus*, and community radio and TV—are too serious; they just aren't fannish enough to be enjoyable. Yet the convention and the magazine seem to have achieved a measure of success despite our supposed myopia.

What is not considered is that our critics might be asking us to fulfill standards which we never set for ourselves and ignoring the standards that we do wish to achieve. I feel most comfortable representing my own position with regard to this question. What I do with WisCon and what I do as one of the editors of *Jotus* is not the result of ineptitude, of ill-derived and ill-executed goals. It is a position. This position is based upon observations that I have made about the effect of science fiction on my life and thinking and on its potential as a forum interacting with the thinking of others. I want the convention and the magazine to set about bridging the gap between professional critics, writers, and editors on one hand and fannish readers on the other, because I believe that each has something to learn from the other.

This is really what fandom is all about, and yet "professinals" often seem unwilling to enter into a dialog as equals (hence all of the silly, anecdotal programming), and fans seem reluctant to use their minds when discussing SF as literature or film. Really, folks, I've seen both groups interacting and find it much more fun than either of the two poles which can be represented as various dichotomies.

Critics such as Dwight McDonald contend that SF is only bad literature. Other pro critics say that only good literature is SF; the bad is not true science fiction. Fans are likely to say that we should keep science fiction in the gutter where it belongs, because "We like it here." I do not sub-
scribe to either of these approaches to SF criticism, since I see the field as possessed of a unifying force. To me, SF is not just literature. It's a force as well as a form. Anyone who thinks that evolving a new approach to SF that takes into account both sides of this argument, and both groups involved, should read some of the mail we get concerning James or should be at some of the discussions where the two groups meet. I don't resent the mail, the discussions, the misunderstandings. What I do resent is the condescension, the belief on some people's parts that we need to be told what to do rather than that we are trying to do things they may not have considered. Think about it.

And to help your thought processes, let me expand my position. (One of the little pleasures of editorial. Perhaps I should say, "Try to stop me.") Science fiction is sometimes literature; it is often narrative, which can be analyzed along with other narrative forms under the various schools of literary criticism. It can be approached simply (though the explanations are really complex) as signification as per the Formalist, New Critical, or Structuralist Schools. It can be approached historically or sociologically. I have heard it analyzed for its philosophical content, in its relation to politics or religion, or even by the intellectual or social class of its readership. These are all positions from, or techniques with, which non-genre literature is explored. But much science fiction can be examined as science fiction (our position in 12/13), SF can profit from analysis usually reserved for mundane fiction. Yet the fact of the matter is that science fiction is more than literature. It can be discussed as are other literary efforts, but it can, because of its sociological and technological speculations, give rise to very different kinds of discussions and interactions among different segments of its audience. (It can, for example, become the basis for exploring feminist futures. This is one of the things that we do at WisCon and in James.) It is also possible to look at SF from an aesthetic, evaluative position in some situations. But what interests me is the way that various social issues are explored more productively in SF than in mundane literature. SF unites aspects of existence in contemporary Americana and the world that are not united elsewhere. It allows one to look at how certain elements, certain societies that don't already exist could possibly work.

This sounds like specifically content criticism, except that, since the form of a piece of literature is part of its content, the consideration of form is implicit in this type of analysis. Though SF cuts across traditional genre classifications (novel, short story, novalia), it is nevertheless narrative and, even in its movie form, can be treated as such. The narrative focus on an individual or a few individual characters is always a part of SF, be these characters human or alien. These are some of the formalistic assumptions underlying all SF criticism.

When one criticizes the position that SF can be looked at other than from an aesthetic or evaluative standpoint, uniting the good and the bad, one is ignoring the fact that this sort of criticism is a respected position towards literature (or narrative in any form) in its own right.

I think that all SF has something in common, and I think that most SF authors would agree with this, though no one has been successful at deciding what one element that is. Therefore, it has a collective basis for its existence and can be evaluated and criticized collectively on the basis of that similarity. In comparison to modern non-genre fiction, most science fiction is formally more conservative; SF is often more fruitfully analyzable with regard to other SF than with regard to non-genre literature, because the experimentation in SF takes place in the cultural forms and settings that confront the classical fictional hero. SF also, as Delany points out in The Jewel Hinged Jaw, carries out this experimentation through the device of assuming new meanings for words already in our vocabulary. This use of language demands a certain amount of perception and creative impulse in the reader that not all appreciators of non-genre fiction (mundane literature) seem capable of using. The ability to commune with the text that SF demands is something that traditional critics can learn from fans. It is their excitement and willingness to participate in the literary process that makes them potentially good critics at the outset. Yet they have something to learn from serious critics of narrative literature. Pannish enthusiasm, though often uncritical, is also open-minded and therefore able to pick up on things that a serious critic might miss. The serious critics, however, can add to the fan's enjoyment of SF through their ability to be discriminating and to articulate their perceptions of the text. Trained critics should be able to explain not only what is exciting about a piece of narrative but also why and how this is exciting.

If we can continue to bring these two distinct

*Fans call it "mundane"."
and sometimes hostile groups together in a non-hierarchical dialog, the result could very well be beyond my capacity to imagine at this point. For me, *Janaus* and WisCon are places for dialog between individuals who do not meet elsewhere in an open and non-evaluative context.

There were many criticisms made of WisCon panels with which I do not agree. I think that too much structure in panels or discussions inhibits the creative potential of those discussions. I do agree that panelists have a certain amount of responsibility to explain what they're doing, but I also think that this was done in the violence and ecstasy panel, for example, where we began with a sociological rather than a literary diagram. Critical rigor is both good and necessary, but it must be directed at the problem, and it must be done in such a way that room is left for more dialog and creative interaction. The creation of a forum where such interaction can take place is my explicit concern in regard to my involvement with fandom. It is also a position that the Madison group has fought through together, arriving at the mixture that is *Janaus*, WisCon, and ultimately SF, through the interaction of its members. The only attacks I resent are the subset of which says we don't know what we're doing or don't have the right to do it. Now that I have made that position explicit, let the debate begin.

***

For those of you who have sent in lists of female SF authors or criticisms of the editorial in *Janaus* 14 or are interested in the status of that project, we are compiling these lists and intend to make them into an ongoing project which will be reported on through the pages of this journal in the coming year. Unfortunately, I cannot seem to answer all the letters, but you may rest assured that they are being read and considered in light of the project.

---

**NEWS NURDS/Jeanné Gomoll**

planning, weekly meetings, monthly programs, increasing APAnicking, involvement with WORT-FM radio, the book-of-the-month discussion club, D&D, and art show stalkings (not to mention our time with the commune). It was not enough, many members of the group have become increasingly active with production work at NCAC, Madison Community Access Channel 4. Last month, for example, a new show called "D&D Game of the Month" premiered. It is only one of many media productions that many of the members of the Madison SF Group have been involved with recently. One of the more recent projects by this subgroup has been "The Many Faces of WisCon 3," edited by Hank Luttrell. It is a three-part series of half-hour videotapes. The series will appear on Madison's Cable 4 Public Access channel, and at various conventions where there is video equipment.

Some people call us crazy, and we just smile and say, "Thanks!"

And some people have nominated us for a Hugo, for which we also smile (broadly) and say "Thanks!"

One great day in late May we received announcements from both the Hugo awards committee and Mike Glucksohn (FAAn official teller). *Janaus* has been nominated for best fanzine by Hugo nominators, and by FAAn nominators as having the best single issue (both #1's 12/13 and 14 were nominated). Also, I have been nominated for best serious artist, and as one of the Fanzine Activity Achievement Awards. Wow! We are planning on doing a mailing within the next month, containing the FAAn and DUFF ballots in form, and a WisCon 4 update. You might look for that! (Coming to your mailbox soon!) If you are interested in voting or would like to check out the complete lists of nominees.

This may go to our heads. But there are still more awards to be noted! My *ArmadilloCon* fan goth-ship seems to have instigated a Mad City trend, as four more of the Madison SF Group will be honored as fan guests of honor in upcoming months. Douglas Price, Madison fan and co-chair of the first WisCon, will be fan guest of honor at *Con 3* in Milwaukee July 7-9.

Leaslee Couch Luttrell and Hank Luttrell will be fan guests of honor at *Con 3* in St. Louis July 13-15. It has been 10 years since St. Louis, the 1969 world science fiction convention, and *Janaus* will commemorate this with Leaslee and Hank, who were both members of the St. Louis committee.

Also, I'll be fan guest of honor again, this time in Detroit for *AutoClave*, July 27-29, a convention that has traditionally been oriented toward fanzine fans. Seeing as I had in Austin, I have hardly any jitters about doing this sort of thing. I'm looking forward to being a fan guest of honor this summer, and I'm sure Doug, Leaslee, and Hank are too.

Jan Bogstad has gotten two jobs recently, largely due to her work with WisCon and *Janaus*. She is settling and writing full time for the state this summer, and has already acted several times as a consultant with the Department of Public Instruction, advising state educational personnel on the ramifications of the Federal Sex Equity Act, Title 9. I've gotten many free lance illustrating jobs through *Janaus* this past year. Most recently I've started working with Liz Lynn on illustrations for a wonderful children's non-sexist fantasy, *The Silver Horse*. It is opportunities like these which make our work on *Janaus* and other group activities so concretely valuable and worthwhile to us.

That about brings you up to date with *MadSF*'s activities. In fact, since I've left writing "News NURDS" till the last, you should be more up to date than is usual for us.

But before I close, there are a few things I'd like to point out about the contents of *Janaus* 16, this issue, right here. We always like to receive feedback from our readers, but this time we're asking for some specific comments. Diane and Dick explain their considerations of format changes in "Show and Tell". We've devoted a two-page spread to poetry by Terry Garey and Terri Gregory; please tell us how you like it. Jescica Amanda and Selvæson's feminist small-press review column is also a new one, so we'd like to hear your reactions to it as well. If you have noticed that Jessica's column has appeared and the fanzine reviews have vanished, don't jump to conclusions. We will still do intermittent fanzine reviews, never covering all the fanzines we receive, for instance (or unfortunately, depending on how you look at it), but printing them when we have enough of them and the space to print them. Space is becoming more and more of a problem in *Janaus*. We've never lacked things to print, but increasingly we find ourselves having to be more and more selective, and especially in the letter column having to edit more and more. I'd estimate that Hank Luttrell edited out or WAHfed 50% or more of the letters we received, and we've still got a good-sized LoC column. But some things we can almost always find room for: "The Funnies" are back!

I've been really impressed with the artwork I've received for this issue and as a result have been able to lay out the issue with a more heterogeneous appearance than usual. I hope you like it. But I tend to use up all this stuff at an alarming rate, so in spite of the gratifying quantity and quality of artwork we've received so far I still have to say, "More, please!"

That's all, folks! Considering how close we are to printing this issue I think I can be safe in saying that I hope you're enjoying the summer. But, just in case, enjoy your Thanksgiving dinner!
Letters

Harry Andruschak  
6533 N. Rosemead Blvd. #31  
San Gabriel, CA, 91775  

...Probably one of the best indications of the importance of women writers to me, as a long-time SF reader who discovered Astounding when I was nine years old, is the fact that Analog has published Dreamsnake and The Outcasts of Heaven Belt, two of the best novels of 1978 and both of which I intend to nominate for the Hugo, along with Stormqueen. I am not sure I buy your beans about the why of this [editorial, January 14]; I distrust that old cliché that "artists must suffer to produce good work," which seems to be at the bottom of your reasoning. I cannot give good reasons for this attitude, I just feel it deep down....

Scott R. Bauer  
120 Maureen Cir.  
Pittsburgh, CA, 94565  

...I have some questions about Jon Singer's definitions of sexism [IguanaCon report, "Dr. Vuts, M.D., but not MCP", January 14]. Agreed that our society is sexist. And that men in the society are sexist. And that women are on the receiving end. But one of the ways that this sexism works in our society is by encouraging men to oppress other women, and to oppress themselves. As a shallow, trite example of this, one need only look at the cosmetics industry. Men control it and have often set the standards of how women are supposed to use these products to "beautify" themselves. Women, by buying these things, by buying what the advertisers tell them, are reinforcing this conditioning. And passing it on to their own daughters. The controllers of the society, men, are ultimately responsible for this aspect of sexism, but by playing this and other similar versions of this "game", women are guilty too, by commission, if not by active participation....

Richard Brandt  
4013 Sierra Dr.  
Mobile, AL, 36609  

...The answer to [the X-Con 2] trivia question [reported in January 12/13] is: your quote is backwards! It's "It was bound to happen sooner or later.", and the book is Rendezvous with Rama. (Thanks for this info to D. G. Swanger.)

Linda Bushyager  
1614 Evans Av.  
Prospect Park, PA, 19076  

...Enjoyed the interviews with Joan Vinge and Octavia Butler [January 14], but I wished you'd had a bit more information on Butler's personal life, like her background, mundane job, etc....

It is interesting that most of the major new writers are women. I think there is probably a correlation between the push in science and math education in the late '50s and early '60s (after Sputnik) and the increased interest in science and SF among men and women now. The push caused a lot of women to begin taking an interest in science, and now we are seeing the women who were in grade and high school at the time becoming readers and writers.... In the next few years more women SF writers will be published. Look for Diane Duane's books from Dell later this year. Also my first book will be out from Dell in July....
Avedon Carol
4409 Woodfield Rd.
Kensington, MD, 20795

...I think I might be able to help [Jon] Singer with his question about how rape could oppress women and advantage men who have never heard or thought of it. Up until recently, it has been very easy for companies to refuse to hire women on the grounds that it is dangerous for women to be out at night. Many places still refuse to hire women who don't have cars, although they don't make the same requirements for men. Under these circumstances, if Jon and I applied for the same night job, he might get it where I wouldn't be considered even if I was considered better qualified for that job, simply because he was a man and I am not—and we might not ever be told why. For years, businesses have justified this because they say they haven't the kind of security that would be necessary to protect a woman who had to leave or enter the building at night from sexual assault. Some places even insisted that the parking lot wasn't safe, and wouldn't even hire women if they did have cars. Whether this was their real reason for refusing to hire women for these jobs, I cannot know, but more than one woman has been refused a much-needed job for these stated reasons.

There are also women who wouldn't take such jobs, without even thinking about why. Our parents, neighbors, and preachers frequently admonish us against lone night travel, without ever being specific about why we shouldn't do it, and while we may know that for some reason it is considered dangerous for women to be out at night (or maybe we think they mean that it is dangerous for anyone to be about at night, depending on how we are used to having it phrased), we may never really think about why we fear the night. Often, discussion of women who go out by themselves at night is phrased in such a way as to imply that the woman is actually doing something nasty or illegal, rather than simply placing herself in jeopardy (Like maybe they're talking about hookers?), and so we might not think that way about it, yet nevertheless we stay home when it would be to our economic advantage to be out. We don't want to be "bad women!"

Then again, there is the young woman who is old enough to have a job, but not yet old enough to move out (or maybe she is just still economically dependent on her parents), whose family has made strong disapproving noises about her staying out late for any reason, including work, and she is in no position to go against their wishes, although rape doesn't seem to be what they are concerned about. (Hell, when I was in high school and my father gave me a midnight curfew, rape was definitely not what he was worried about. At least, not what I call rape, although it's difficult to figure out from my father's warped ideas about female sexuality—or lack thereof—and male aggression just what he was worried about.) But it keeps her from taking that job— the job that you might get only because she, and they, and I, for whatever reasons, can't or won't take it.

Most people don't even think these things through, of course. Just like we don't think through the idea of women remaining weak because men will protect us if need be—or else we'd have to think about what it is that men are supposed to be protecting us from, and we'd realize that we very well do need to become able to defend ourselves, and that men are no protection...

Much appreciated the attention's to Joan Vinge in this issue, too. I loved "'Tin Soldier" enough, to make a point to try to read more of her work. I quite agree with [Jean] Bell metrics evaluation of that story and "Amber"... And exchanging about four seconds of conversation with Octavia Butler at Iggy was enough to make me want to read her work. That woman really exuded a lot of presence in those few seconds....

Mog Decarmin

...Paranoid note: Do you require women to have their addresses printed with LoGa? Sometimes, if it's a street address, that's not such a hot idea. Even within fandom, alas. Just thought I'd mention it after noticing your P. 53 cartoon. Most people don't care one way or another, but some make it a point never to publish their addresses, and I think that's a real valid thing to do and would probably do it myself if I were publishing things.

I might put the name and address of each letter-writer so that other readers may establish a direct dialogue if they wish. Anyone who does not wish to have her or his name and/or address printed or who wishes to use a pseudonym should say so in the letter, and we will honor the request. As the P. 53 cartoon indicates, though, we do want your full name and address on the letter, not least so we can send you your copy of the issue in which your letter appears. —JAN BOGSSTAD AND JEANNE GOMOLL

Alexis A. Gilliland
4030 8th St. S.
Arlington, VA, 22204

Since there is no theoretical limit to the time a reader can lock one issue of a fanzine, I should like to muse over Ctein's articles on computers [Jama 11] and cloning [Jama 10, 12/13, and 14], seeing as how they are rather intimately related. Computers first. On Tuesday, December 5, 1978, I attended the fourth and final round of the Ninth Annual North American Open Championship. The level of play showed a rather superficial understanding of the game, but Belle (the entry from Bell Labs) won its game and the tournament with an attack which ended in a very pretty sacrifice. At the tournament there seemed to be a consensus that in about 10 years, 20 at the outside, machines would be playing at the grandmaster level. In an article in Solarw (January 8, 1979), Dr. Lewis Brancow, chief scientist at IBM, says that in about the same time machines will "...fully develop speech capabilities...", which means talking, and listening, and perhaps
putting out fanzines. Taking the two capabilities together, we will have a talking machine that plays grand-master chess along about 1990. It might cost 5,000 vintage-1978 dollars, or even less. Now cloning is not all that easy, especially in mammals, but say that in 10 years with available funding we figure it out. You can be sure that the hands of some robot, who will swiftly become an adept, and who will then train other robots to perform as well. Grein's estimate of the cost, if the thing is possible at all, is maybe two orders of magnitude too high. (The related technology of extra-uterine life support for the fetus is developing piecemeal, as we seek to save the lives of younger and younger premature infants. Maybe in 10 years this too will be available at some cost.) In short, we may soon see the technology not only for cloning and extra-uterine birth but also machines with the capacity to read the genetic code and to write it—first as editors, correcting mistakes, then as authors, making their own statements. A machine might learn a great deal by crossing a human, homo sapiens, with its nearest primate cousin, the chimpanzee, which might well have a few genes we could use. And why not a machine and human beings? The cost of cloning a child and hearing it may be trivial. If the birth rate keeps falling, the state might propose tax incentives, or even truly fair welfare payments, to would-be parents. It should be noted, however, that a vague desire to have children is not the same thing as going out and making a commitment, which is what actually having children entails.

As Alexis Zorba put it, "I've never taken care of their children because each has a 50% share in the undertaking, but who will help care for your 100% clone-child? And what will they get out of it? And what legal obligation will they have, and why? Possibly machines again. The next 10 years have been taken care of, but it's still a ways to the year 2000, 16 years from now. Doubt the state will be happy to provide robot nuns, unless it should need then to fight a war or maybe riots or dig canals, but you may be sure that, if it does, the robots will be raising the state's children, and none of your own. More subtly, some programs may be eligible for subsidy, and some may not. A person is never free of the psycho-financial force fields which property generates, and a tax may coerce the most resolute.

Clones and robots and a just society. Probably real society approaches just society as the ratio of human beings to robots approaches zero.

Jeff Hecht
54 Newell Rd.,
Auburndale, MA 02016

"Jargon 14" just surfaced among the desktop debris, and before it vanishes again I want to pass along my own half-baked speculation about the emergence of more woman SF writers.

First, I tend to accept your basic premise without attempting to hunt through piles of magazines to verify it. I've noticed more woman writers in the past few years than ever before. I've also noticed that they seem to cluster more in the literary SF subgenre than in old-style "hard" SF, perhaps paralleling men evolving in parts. A lot of the outstanding new writers are women.

Obviously much of this is tied intimately with the emerging female consciousness. But I think there's another factor that's tied into the dynamics and economics of writing: some of the best women writers have lots of time to spend writing but don't have to make a living at it. One immediate example is Ursula LeGuin; James Tiptree/Alice Sheldon is another, although it's never been clear to me how much of her time was devoted to writing. A good writer can't help but benefit from having time to lavish upon her creation.

There are male writers who don't have to make a living at SF (Larry Niven jumps to mind immediately) and women who have to write to keep bread and beans on the table, but the savage facts of socioeconomics in our culture make it more likely that the female won't have to work than the male (assuming heterosexual couples). That, in a sense, stacks the deck somewhat in favor of the woman creative artist, which is a useful counterbalance to other social forces.

At least, such is my speculation. One thing you might try sorting out in your investigations is the interplay between economic and creative factors. Do the most artistically successful woman writers spend years making a sub-subsistence wage from their writing? Do woman writers with the most severe economic pressures upon them end up cranking out hackwork? We know precious little of the socioeconomics of writing, and some answers could be fascinating from many perspectives.

Arthur D. Hlavaty
250 Coligni Av.
New Rochelle, NY, 10801

...I do have a few disagreements with Jon Singer. While I agree that rape is bad for women—not only the victims but those who have to live in fear of it—Jon has not restated that rape harms women but does not harm men. Granted that zero is greater than a negative number, it seems a bit strange to speak of not being raped as an advantage. By his reasoning, men derive advantage from diseases of the ovaries.

And while I agree with Jon that "society is sexist" in the sense that institutional and ideological sexism are so pervasive that no one can plausibly claim to be absolutely free of them. I can see no point in defining men as sexist because they are part of a sexist society (or even because men are more likely to women to be
the beneficiaries of institutional sexism). By all means we should do what we can about sexism: confront it, or set up alternatives to it, in its institutional sense; try to cleanse ourselves of it, in its individual sense. But sticking the "masculine" label on men who are not individually masculine seems counterproductive...

Once I tore my eyes away from Stein's fascinatingly erotic drawing, I found his article most informative. One demur, though. While he may be correct that moralistic pressures will prevent host-mothering from becoming a business, I feel reasonably certain that, if the technology becomes workable, it will immediately begin to exist in the form of crime. (Crime is usually at the forefront of technology, you know.)...

Jerry Kaufman
303 16th ave. E. #102
Seattle, WA, 98112

...I enjoyed both the Joan Vinge and Octavia Butler interviews. (Even picked up Mind of My Mind yesterday because of the latter.) I believe the story mentioned by Octavia Butler about the parasitic life-form that took on the female form of different species to be "The Lovers" by Philip Jose Farmer. I've puzzled over the assumption mentioned, that "the female would be taken care of by the males," and wondered if another assumption might explain why the alien creature would always take the female shape. In other words, if Farmer wanted to, could he have found a better rationale for the story's gimmick? (I was sure that Ms. Butler pegged the story right: in the Farmer story I'm thinking of, the alien was going to die as the term came to term, since it would eat the mother like a parasitic wasp eating a caterpillar.) In many mammalian species, like humans, the mother raises the children and the male stays away altogether.... The whole original idea holds an further curiosity beyond the original punch: Gosh, isn't it a woman, it's an alien creature! (Which Susan Wood points out as leading to/from: Gosh, virgin are alien creatures!)

I was surprised, though, when Ms. Butler referred to the Walter Farley books as being "a girl and her horse" books, because I read 10 to 15 of them myself and remember all the protagonists as being boys. They were wonderful horses books, and perfectly satisfying to someone who'd never been on a horse. Vonda N. McIntyre, who is an expert on horses (and has ridden horses for years) liked them too, so I suppose they are acceptable....

Jessica Amanda Salmenson
Box 5688 University St.
Seattle, WA, 98105

...I especially like Janet Bellwether's perspective. I wish she'd elaborate a little more, since her writing is so terse.

Both the interviews were wonderful. I think the "official" commitment Janise states as being in "her" policy, eventually specifically to present interviews with women authors, is exceedingly commendable. I don't read every author for happening to be a woman, and my copy of Mind of My Mind had languished in a deep pile for a long time. The coverage of Octavia Butler has encouraged me to get it out and read it, and so far I'm quite impressed.

I liked the honesty of Rapunzel's review ("The View from Rapunzel's Tower") by Jeanne Cunnell in Analog. I expected the three women's SS anthology to be praised to no end without a definitive statement about Cassandra Rising especially including poorer stories. I think Millennial Woman was praised too, though compared to most anthologies it holds up better than average. New Women of Wonder is of course the best by far, an absolutely amazing collection that "happened" to bring together most of the stories of the last few years that had stuck in my own mind as the nicest space fiction to happen; I've already mentioned it all in one place, and it's a bigger treat even than the previous collections, which were themselves above average but, in showing "where we've been," weren't always exactly feminist. I wish Cassandra had been better; and I wish Virginia Kidd hadn't included LeGuin's novel in Millennial but had given us a wider variety of material by more women; but New Women of Wonder is flawless. Anyway, back to the original point, that Rapunzel was willing to say some of the stories weren't up to par, is more important than blindly praising anything by women. Feminist critics lose all credibility when this happens, and it does happen. Though, let's not forget, non-feminist critics are wont to boost sales of rotten work, too, either because they doze on rotten stuff or because the authors are friends. Some of the Bay Area writers do so much mutual back-patting that they've become credible reviewers only of East Coast writers!...

Rona Stewart
261 Seaton St.
Toronto, Ont., M5A 2T5

...[You have my appreciation for] your Delany piece ["The Word is Not the Thing", guest editorial in Anansi 12/13], Delany being my particular interest in literature at the moment. Papers on Delany have been scarce through three years of university, in each varied field of information theory. A library always interested in anything I can find to help me get a little more enjoyment out of his work, if it's possible to do so at this point. (I may be the first person to have memorized Triton.) I won't comment on the piece itself: having only had two or three readings last night, I'm not prepared to commit myself.

I do, however, want to commend the production person [Ms. Cowell? (Yup.)] who puts together Anansi. Magazine production is my business, so it is a difficult and extremely under-appreciated field. I work for the largest magazine publisher in Canada, Maclean-Hunter. We publish over a hundred magazines monthly that very few people read—and I can't understand why anyone would want to read them, either. On
my desk at the moment I have two layouts from how she took things, which gives you some idea."

Anyways. Considering the budgetary limitations which are inherent in the fanzine process, you (either collectively or individually) are to be congratulated for a really excellent piece of work. One of the reasons for my forbidding gaffel was that I simply couldn't stand to read fanzines anymore. I wanted to take them all over and redo them. Yours I can live with...

Arthur Hauty wonders what name we can give to fiction that lies in the fuzzy region between SF and mainstream ("mainstream," in June 12/11). But what is the obvious name for a type of fiction that provides a gateway between SF and mainstream, that is in effect faces both ways? Why, James fiction, of course. (See diagram.)

THE LITERARY SPECTRUM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Science Fiction</th>
<th>Mainstream Fiction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subdivides into</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fantastic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typical individual in mutated context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unique individual in normal context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

```
Joan D. Vinge
31 3rd Pl.
Brooklyn, NY 11231

I recently was a guest of the latest issue by a friend who's turned the interview over to me as we're going to pub.

And a lot of articles in these issues on all kinds of interesting subjects, and even pictures from '88. I really enjoyed it very much...

I particularly enjoyed the essay/review by Jeanine Lomoli, "The View from Captain's Tower": it's beautifully written...
```

Ed Zurovec
1817 Union St.
Benton Harbor, MI 49022

"...Jon [Singer]'s article involves an argument that is very complex, but I'll tackle it anyway. "It seems to me that as members of a society, we all must be in some way contaminated by it. (Is anybody going to argue that?)" I'm going to argue that by a rather radical statement: there is no such thing as society, in any objective sense."

This philosophical viewpoint is rather basic, so let's start from Square One. Take a box. Take 100 apples. Put them in the box. Now, do you have a collective apple? No! You have 100 apples. The fact that they are together in the box doesn't make them a separate "collective" entity apart from what they were before. In fact, the only way you would ever have something other than 100 individual apples is to eat some of them or make them into applesauce.

You take 220 million people. Put them into a box the size of the United States. Do you have a collective person? No! You have 220 million separate, unique, individual persons, not one exactly like another. You can call them a "society," but only in the sense that the word "society" is used as a shorthand term, with the purpose of saving breath and paper space...a symbol. And symbols are not reality, but rather a representation of reality. Many, probably most, people can attribute a symbol "society" for reality. This is the error, which lies at the heart of collectivism. Not only do people personify society and pretend that it is some great thing that exists apart from separate individuals, but many base most of their actions on trying to affect and change "society" and forget about the existence of individuals. Individuals, as I have said, are the beings that exist in reality. Society is merely an abstract concept that does not exist in objective reality. Many people, especially those in positions of power, work to change things that do not exist, the abstract concept society, without considering the effect that their actions have on that which really exists, individual people. This is the source of most of the problems troubling the world today, and, at least to some extent, of our talk.

When you say "society" to people, they often think of such things as laws, ideas, morals, values, even the institutions of government or churches. Superficially, they could argue that these are "collectives" that exist on some imagined higher plane than mere individuals. But laws, morals, governments, and churches are merely the product of individuals. A great many individuals have contributed to their construction, but they remain the work of individuals. Individuals create the reality. Reality does not create the individuals.

A close-to-home example, as close as the price on the corner gas pump. For more than 25 years the shah of Iran ruled it over his country with a government almost uninvolved in repression, tyranny, and bloodthirstiness. From our somewhat libertarian American viewpoint, the individual in Iran should have risen up and overthrown their oppressor. Yet the fact remained that the shah faced no significant opposition until the last year he remained in power. You can attribute this to US military assistance, CIA interference, the strength of the shah's army and secret police, etc. But it isn't the entire argument. Because in the minds of a majority of individuals in Iran, the shah's government was allowed to exist in
reality. And the proof of this lies in what happened at the end. Take a look through your old newspapers. When a majority decided that they preferred the reality of a government led by Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini rather than a government led by Shah Reza Pahlavi, the shah's government virtually ceased to exist. Oh, the shah could send his soldiers to fire on unarmed crowds and make pretentious statements to the press, but that did not change the reality that his government no longer existed. When the shah fled to Morocco, he was merely acknowledging reality....

To the extent that our institutions are sexist, it is because the individuals who contributed to their creation held sexist beliefs. Of course, that's virtually everyone who lived for the past 2,000 years or so. I include women, because most of them believed that crap about male domination, too.

The conclusion? You can pass all the laws and get all the court orders you want. You won't succeed in eliminating sexism that way, because sexism is the result of individual attitudes, not abstract concepts like "society". Laws and court orders have their place, insofar as they prohibit specific acts of discrimination. But if you're trying to eliminate sexism, you're going to have to change people's attitudes. And, to my observation, that's what feminists do best: one individual using rational arguments to try to change another's viewpoint. It's working, slowly but surely. More and more men are reassessing their attitudes and working to change them—a lot more than before there was a feminist movement.

And when the majority of individuals have abandoned sexist attitudes, I predict that something very magickal will happen. Sexism will disappear from American institutions. Just like that. After all, individuals create the institutions, and they will simply create non-sexist ones. It couldn't happen any other way....

You contend that a box of 100 apples and a society of 220 million human beings are each simply the sum of their constituent parts. Check out the concept of "synergism", which holds that a collection of units can be different than the sum of the units due to interaction. (This is a fancy way of saying that one rotten apple spoils the barrel.)

It is simply untrue that "majority" opinion—however it is measured—can cause the inertial mass of societal laws and mores to "magickally" disappear. As counter-examples, I cite (1) the failure of the supposed overwhelming majority in favor of gun control to change the laws of the land and (2) the continued existence of pockets of racism despite public opinion and federal law opposing it. Therefore, we must recognize that feminists are competing with anti-feminists for the minds of the uncommitted, and that it's going to be a long, tough battle, not over by any means just because feminists will someday achieve a majority. Certainly we should, as you suggest, attempt to convince individuals one-on-one of the merits of our position. But we should also recognize that the mechanisms of society are available to reach people on a much broader scale than one-on-one, and that, if we don't use them, the others will. —RICHARD S. RUSSELL

[Wolf]

[We also heard from Martin Morse Wolfster, Susan Wood, Clifford R. Wind, Talal, Erwin S. Straus, Bob Soderberg, Jon Singer, Marc R. Sharpe, Georgie Schnobrich, Vicki Pogser, Lee Pelton, Ro Parfoe, Paul Novitski, Pat Mueller, Ian McDowell, Tim Marion, Rebecca Lanes, Paul Leeman, Irvin Koch, Jeff Kleiman, Mary Kilgore, Annabel Kendall, Harry A. Hopkins, Teddy Marvis, J. Owen Hanner, Joan Hanke-Woods, Bob Frazier, George Flynn, Don Fitch, Adrienne Foul, Don D'Amatoa, Buck Counlon, Tom Cagle, Debra Byrne, Richard Bruning, and Brian Earl Brown.]

ERRATA TO JANUS 14

Joan Vinge writes to remind us that the full title of her novel is The Outcasts of Heaven Belt, not just Outcasts, as it is referred to in the interview. This should make the allusion to Bret Harte's "The Outcasts of Poker Flats" more meaningful. She adds, "Also, the reference to 'something I'd been working on for several years' originally was about an old, unpublished novel called Patron and not my novellet "In Soldier". Octavia Butler also sends us the correct Onitsha Igbo dialect spelling of "Igbo", "ogbanje", "Anyawu", "Aghbusi", and "Onitsha", all terms which will appear in her novel Wild Seed. She adds that her novel To Keep Those in All Thy Ways has been retitled Kibunb for its July release by Doubleday.

In case we haven't mentioned it before, both Joan Vinge and Octavia Butler will be at WisCon 4 as guests of honor. We are therefore doubly happy to have this opportunity to set the record straight.
THE ACME PITCHFORK
LOW-BID SPECIAL
TYPICAL OF THE
JERKS WE HAVE
TO DO
BUSINESS WITH.

READ ANY GOOD BIRDS LATELY?

Pauline had almost
succeeded in
drowning her sorrows
with sarsaparilla
when the old
familiar strains of
Stravinsky's
Canticum Sacrum
plunged her
once again into
existential
despair.

ACTUALLY, I AM A
WOMAN. IN A FIT OF
PATRIOTISM I
SHAVED MY HEAD,
HAD A MUSTACHE
TATTOOED ON, AND
ENLISTED.
by Gerri Balter

[This convention report was originally written for a sociology class at the University of Minnesota.]

People go to science-fiction conventions for many reasons. Some go to see those "weird sci-fi folks", some go out of boredom, some out of loneliness, some to see old friends and make new ones, and some to discuss science fiction. But underneath all this is a more basic reason to attend a convention. It is a time and place where we can rid ourselves of the alienation we feel in our daily lives. For during a convention we can go and do as we please. We are the masters of our fate. Things happen because of what we do, not in spite of what we do.

I started out in the huckster’s room. In this room one can find anything from the latest books on science fiction and fantasy to jewelry, artists’ drawings, and information on the occult.

At 5:00 p.m. on Friday I went to my first panel discussion. The topic was space colonies. Before attending this discussion, I was ready to pack my bags and leave for the first space colony that would accept me. But after hearing that there is no discovered L5 orbit than can be maintained, and talking about the political and social ramifications of living on a colony with the elite (The inhabitants would be the best minds the world has.), I began to have doubts. I always assumed that the colony would be democratic. However, I never took into consideration that my fellow inhabitants would be my intellectual superiors and might not have the same idea. And if they didn’t agree with me, there wouldn’t be much I could do about it. After listening to that panel, I unpacked my bags and decided to stay here on Earth. What impressed me the most was that, although none of the panel members were experts in the field, all of them knew a great deal on the subject.

Next on the agenda were the opening ceremonies. They started out with a magic act where the female assistant was more than just decoration. She had a mind of her own and let the audience know it. Next came a skit where members of the convention committee gave us a humorous look at a science fiction convention.

After an introduction of the committee members, we went to a get-acquainted party. As you walked in, someone put a removable tag on your back. The tag contained a name of a science-fiction or fantasy character, author, or book. It was a great way to meet people. You didn’t have to think of something clever to say. You could just walk up to anyone and ask them questions about what was on your back. The questions would only be of the “yes” or “no” variety. There was music for dancing, tables and chairs, and liquid refreshment.

The guest authors, John Varley and Suzy McKee Charnas, and Liz Lynn, were also there for anyone to talk to. Since I hope to be a writer someday, I grabbed the chance to talk to them. I talked to John Varley about his twisted plot in The Man-Killers. He thought it was too twisted, but I don’t. We both agreed that no one wants to read a book when they know exactly what is going to happen every step of the way. We also talked about Oregon where he lives. He loves snow, but doesn’t see much of it. I promised to send him all the snow he wanted.

I talked to Liz Lynn about worldcon, where I first met her. Suzy and I talked about what kind of support a struggling writer needs. She says you need all you can get, and I agree.

When the get-acquainted party served its purpose, I went up to the con suite to see what it had to offer. It was a hotel room with soft drinks, beer, munchies, and a more quiet atmosphere for talking.

The first panel discussion I attended on the second day of the convention was called “Amazons Then and Now.” Each member of the panel told us about strong females, both actual and mythical. Then the audience asked questions. A point was made that, although women have strong roles models in female warriors, they may not be the most desirable models for future generations to look up to. I know I don’t. I firmly believe that you can be strong without being a warrior.

“Getting Published” included funny stories from the authors on the perils of trying to get published, and serious remarks from the science-fiction editor of Pocket Books, David Hartwell, on what really happens to the manuscripts he sees. I learned that everyone gets plenty of rejections, some of which don’t make sense, and that if someone rejects your work with personal remarks you are getting better. I also learned that authors have no control over artwork and blurb writers.

The last panel I went to on Saturday consisted of John Varley and Suzy McKee Charnas. They both talked about how they write, and I learned that everyone works differently, and that the road of success is paved with different experiences for each of us.

In between all this I visited the art show and bid on a couple of the pictures. Therefore, I attended the art awards and auction to make sure I got what I bid on. The artwork at the art show represented many phases of science fiction and fantasy. There is no way I could describe what I saw there. Later I watched the convention’s two feature movies, Forbidden Planet and Fantasia Planet. (Movies are shown all the time for those who are into movies.)

On the last day of the convention I returned to the art auction and got the second work of art I wanted. (There had not been time the night before to auction all the pieces.) After that I joined a discussion in the lobby about what is and
is not good literature. Everyone has his/her view, and it was interesting to hear them all. From there the discussion progressed into like styles. There are those who think that men and women should live completely separate from one another. There are women who have been so bruised by the patriarchy that they cannot function when men are around. I am not one of those women. I enjoy conversing with men. I enjoy the give and take of a relationship based on equality between the sexes. If men and women separate, no one will enjoy that phenomenon, and that would be tragic for both men and women.

What started out on Friday as a group of strangers, ended up on Sunday as a group of friends. Everywhere you went people would stop and talk as if they had known you for a long time. Any fear of appearing foolish or unknowing that was present at the beginning of a convention disappears at the end, as we all find we are foolish and unknowing about some things and possess great wisdom about others. We learn at least to understand a little the viewpoint of those who don't agree with us even though we don't agree.

Margaret Mead would have said that conventions are a way for us to learn about others by interacting with others. I, for one, would totally agree.

by Philip Kaveny

I must write this con report before WisCon 3 fades into an undifferentiated memory. WisCon was a landscape of bas and high relief for me.

Conrad the Magnificent (Scotty Spaine), the magician who performed at the opening ceremonies for WisCon 3, told me that magic and science fiction have something in common: "Magic is performed and sustained by the art and craft of the magician. The literature of science fiction is sustained by a writer through the magic of language." For the purpose of telling you about WisCon 3, I will borrow some of Kurt Vonnegut's magic and ask you to think about the Troilus-and-Cressida novel as mentioned by the robot Solo in Strata of Titan. The novel stood outside of time and space: everything in it was always happening, and at the same time. Solo asked the reader to think about the novel as a visual phenomenon, a burst of light and creation with subplots as points of light bursting off in all directions against the perfect void. Pretty heady language to describe a con from a personal standpoint. You bet it is.

The opening ceremonies were a combination of comic opera, high drama, some beautiful skits. Right, you criticrones who were so much alike, Terri, 4'7", and Jan, 7'4", that we could not tell you apart. All in all, the opening ceremonies had the beauty and finesse of a hockey game.

Operations is that part of a convention which puts all the planning and detail into effect after all the planning and preparations of the previous year have been countermanded and finally ignored. The responsibility for this was placed on my candidate for the person with the broadest shoulders in fandom, Hank Luttrell, who also happens to be able to hold me in arm wrestling though I outweigh him by 200 lbs.

Coordinator is the worst job in the convention. It was not so much that she had to make the judgment of Solomon every five minutes (a decent surgeon could have done that); it was more the case of Jan's having to make the judgment of Paris at least ten times a week. Luckily, our coordinator had the beauty of Diana, the intelligence of Athena, and, more important, the patience of Job.

We called them groundhogs, but to me they are still gophers. This year, I got rid of a prejudice against D&D by sitting in on one of their games after the hotel has donated them a room to play in. It is really something to see these kids sustain a complex narrative as it moves around the room. If you don't think they're important, try to do some work without them. You will be stuck with the job.

Guests of Honor. I listened to an interview with Suzy at worldcon in which she related writing to composing elements as in opera. Well, I saw Conrad's Faust [also] and I think I see what she meant.

John Varley, on the other hand, said that after ten hours of good writing he felt like jumping over the house. John claims he isn't much of a talker. He doesn't need to be. This is often true of good writers.

As the generalissimo and field marshal of the WisCon security force, let me explain my philosophy of security. You probably were not able to see us, but we were watching. It has always been the feeling of the WisCon committee that it was necessary to have a paramilitary organization goose-stepping around the con in order to do an adequate job of security.

I was the producer of the magic-lantern media presentation. In this I had the help of Diane Martin who did the photography and made me say what it was that I really wanted to do. Hank Luttrell gave me a zappelin poster which started me thinking about symbols in locomotion.

Since it would be impossible to present the slides or the music here, I am including a portion of the script, to give you a taste of the presentation.

The automobile presents itself to the social scientist as a specimen upon which to dissertate: urban sprawl, demographic distribution, as a function of highway systems; Thorstein Veblen's thesis on conspicuous consumption as applied to the automobile, the effect of compulsory driver's education and high-school grade-point on insurance risk factors. We have all heard it.

But have you ever owned a 1955 Chevy 283

With twin four-barrel carbs,
Modified positrack,
Full race cams,
Four on the floor,
Set with a rake,
And dancer skirts?
If you have, I'd like a picture of it for my slide show.

Some of you probably don't know what I'm talking about. Kids today talk about computer capabilities in the same way we talked about engine specs.

"Images of Work in the Future" was a modestly attended but nevertheless worthwhile examination of the interplay that existed between writers of science fiction and social scientists in understanding the images of work in a changing world. (Tapes of this panel—and most of the others—are available for $5 each from SF2.)

I think that WisCon sort of established the identity of the Madison Science Fiction Group, though others might have different opinions. But I think we are political and concerned about politics and feminism. This does not necessarily mean that this is so much hermaphroditism and therefore boring. It was also not a bad idea to have a little free beer in the con suite.

Additional thanks to: Oarlock, the barbarian (Richard Russell); Perri Corrick-West, who made the films run on time; Jeanne Gomoll, who wrote so many of the letters to the editor, and so many connections. Last, we have a video recording of WisCon because of the devotion of Carl Kucharsky, technical director of the Madison Community Access Center, Andy Garcia, Paul Wells, Jack Dunn, Ellen Laluzerne, and Dennis Hackbart.

You can read about the rest of the convention in Starship.

By Jon Singer

I need to thank the committee and the attendees of WisCon 3. I can remember only one or two other conventions that compare. I am still bailing with ideas, still filled with a most marvelous warm feeling; it is a long time since I have found that much friendship and loving in one place at one time.

I came away, also, perhaps a notch more radical than I arrived. The discussion in the lobby just after the Liz Lynn/Suzi Charms response panel was enlightening in several respects, in regard to both feminism and literature. I am still sorting things out, but in general it seems to me that, indeed, starting from the basis of the conclusions to which I was brought at IgnanaCon, I am led easily to certain further statements made by various people (including Judith Clark, Betty Bull, Susan Wood, and Candice Massey) at the floorcon; for example, once one accepts the idea that in this society women are forced to operate from a powerless position, it ceases to be surprising that some women should want to form communities without men: they need to develop their own sources of strength and power, and, for many, doing so involves removing themselves as completely as possible from the extant patriarchy.

What gets to me now is that I could ever have failed to see it. We all knew that hindsight is much easier than foresight, but coming to the abrupt realization that one has been operating with a head full of mud is always painful. The massive warmth and support and encourage that I have been receiving from the people in the movement within fandom has made the pain considerably less strong than it would have been, for which I am thankful, but heretofore lies a strong caution: one of the points made at that lobby discussion (mostly, I seem to recall, by Susan Wood and Liz Lynn) is that men must not either expect or ask for that kind of support. Women have enough trouble already; don't give them more. In fact, my current state is such that I am rather surprised at just how warm everyone was, and is. As I get a slightly clearer view of the situation, of the degradation and pain and powerlessness forced upon women in this society, I become more and more amazed at the compassion, understanding, and lack of rage that I find.

Susan Wood told me of a magazine article she read in which the writer demanded that feminist women devote considerable time and energy to soothing the deflated egos of men who find themselves (How shall I put this?) "squashed" by the movement. This is not merely bullshit, it is criminal. Most of us have to make changes within ourselves with as little outside help as possible, and surely those men who get bruised egos should look first to themselves and then to other men for assistance. It is, of course, understandable that people who don't really have much of an understanding of this situation will unavoidably get their egos bruised, but that should cause them to take a hard look at their motivations right away.

This brings up another point: it is quite clear that one of the reasons we now have a patriarchal sexist society is that men occupy positions of power and do not want to give up the status quo. Unless we see to it that men are brought to a full realization of the enormity of this change, it will be much slower or will happen only in violence, which is self-defeating, as it would lead not to a society in which people were and everyone was free, but to a restrictive mirror image of the shit we have now, in which nobody would be free.

---
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(McKenzie Charms are not known for writing stories set in worlds with peculiar assumptions. Suzi Charms's latest novel, Motherlode, for instance, presents us with an all-woman culture which reproduces itself parthenogenetically. John Twelve's world in The Twilight Hot-Line is peopled with individuals who have nearly all had one or more sex changes in their lifetimes and who casually replace parts of their bodies for other more "convenient" parts. Hearing these two authors interview one another on exchange ideas in regard to these peculiar assumptions would be... interesting. To say the least.)
It seems to me very important that we attempt to develop a society in which everyone is free to develop to the full extent of their potential. (This point was made by someone on one of the panels at WisCon and is not of my invention. In fact, I can lay claim to having invented remarkably little of this letter.) It was suggested at that same panel that part of the reason we now have a patriarchal society very likely was that men, in attempting to find or produce a need for themselves, invented the need for defense, which led, in a fairly straightforward and obvious way, to wars. (After all, it was the women who had the babies and were thus very obviously indispensable to the continuance of the species, not to mention that it was mostly the women who enculturated the kids and thus were indispensable to the societies and cultures.) Not that I think that this is necessarily the entire and total truth of the matter, but it is far from inconceivable.

Everyone needs to be wanted, or needed. In a culture which everyone is free to develop, nobody will be unneeded or unwanted, unless something else is very wrong. I am not suggesting that the patriarchal will just wither away and this wondrous phoenix arise from the ashes. But if we don't all work for it, it will not ever happen.

by Bill Hoffman

The 1979 WisCon marathon Dungeons and Dragons game was the culmination of two months of sporadic and two weeks of intensive effort to get our D&D system up and running on Paul Matske's Sol 20 microcomputer. A week before the con, I got a letter from Emerson Mitchell in which he speculated that we either had the program up already or we probably wouldn't make WisCon. He was right. We didn't make it.

Rex Nelson spent most of his waking hours that week sitting in front of the computer. Vicky Loebel, Carl Marrs, John Woodford, Greg Rihn, and Kim and Lucy Nash worked on encounter tables, stock characters, fixed and average monsters, gold dragons, and instant cavern complexes. Lynne Morse helped enter the weapons table and both she and Mary Keen contributed time and moral support. Throughout all this, Paul was unnaturally calm, even when I was leaping into the air and howling. He wrote several support routines for the cause and put up with numerous all night encampments at his apartment. He doesn't even play D&D!

For our pains we produced programs to generate monster-encounter tables from rough data, a routine that calculates the expected characteristics of all our monsters, a program to choose monsters at random from an encounter table and calculate their characteristics, the first draft of a program that updates character files and runs melee, and 99.99% of Rex's data-base driver. Much of this is useful now, especially the encounter-table editor and the average-monster routine. But just wait 'til next year!

Even though we didn't finish our computer support, the game itself went smoothly. The pocket universe in which the action occurred took on even more definition for this game. The dungeon masters (myself, Carl Marrs, Vicky Loebel, Greg Rihn, and Mike Luznicki) discussed motivations and possible courses of action of many characters and factions that had existed only vaguely or not at all last year. Increasingly, there is a lot of action that goes on behind the scenes that the players are sometimes never aware of. Many of the stock baddies took on new dimensions during play and became complex personalities with backgrounds and motivations unique to themselves.

This game was, on one level, a workshop for DMs. We found out just how powerful certain high-level character classes were. We saw what spells were too powerful, or needed work. We also learned a lot about dungeon techniques that either slow a party down, or allow it to pass quickly. Numerous deficiencies, advantages, and oddities of our combat system were made apparent during the melee. The whole Emersonian system, as well as our personal philosophies of DMing, underwent a lot of growth and change.

The real action, of course, was out there amidst the coats and Coke bottles—with the players. I took the time to watch them this year and try to find out what was in this for them. Obviously, motivation will vary, but there are some safe generalizations. Many people just dropped in to see what was happening, picked up a character and sat in on a piece of the game. This can be confusing for people who have never played before. Much of the action is unfamiliar to the players but not necessarily to the characters. The assistant DMs and experienced players were very helpful with drop-ins, but I fear it was these people who were least well-served by the structure of the game. Another interesting group of players are those used to the standard game and other game philosophies. The Emersonian system is different; the combat structure makes melee strategy quite different in many respects from the simpler (and less time-consuming) combat system used elsewhere. This often results in either frustration, boredom, or bewilderment for those familiar with another way of doing things. This category of person would probably be helped by a written explanation of our combat and magic system and reasonable strategies associated therewith. What wonders the future may hold.

The most interesting category consisted of the addicts who, for one reason or another, found themselves drawn into the game universe and surrendered some of their identity to their characters. Some of them are experienced players: Scott Brunow was back this year with Fingal, the elf; John Woodford, with Sarah Tolasa; and Andy Hooper, with Tomar Tolasa. A brand new player, Gene Masters, picked up the magic user, Erutha, and developed her into an interesting character and himself into a super player. There were numerous other players whose names I don't remember, who played memorable characters. I remember Elmo and Bug and Jug and Abraham Orel-Nyss. I remember people slowly grasping the true abilities and powers of their characters.

This is where the game is at. People staying up all night, reluctantly hurrying off to other con events and then hurrying back. All of this not out of concern for "treasure" or simply trashing monsters, but because they wanted to see what happened and, as much as possible, influence the outcome. Herein lies the true fascination of the game: the DM and the players become co-authors of an elaborate fantasy/adventure novel the ultimate outcome of which is unknown. You can't look in the back of the book.

*All right, so I'm prejudiced.
Elizabeth A. Lynn has been writing for about eight years, the last four of them full-time, except for small-load teaching commitments (first aikido, and then feminist science fiction and fantasy). Her first story, "(We All Have To Go)" was published in 1976, in the Mystery Writers of America anthology; it is a crime story set in the near future. She has had about a dozen short stories published, and has sold five novels, the first two of which are currently available from Berkley-Putnam Books.

In my opinion, Liz is one of the most talented new writers whose work is available today. It's impossible for me to be objective about her writing, however, since we discuss writing interminably every chance we get, and we tend to agree on a astonishingly high percentage of the time. When I sat down with her and a tape recorder, I had nothing new to ask, no new ground that we hadn't covered. But she is very articulate, and can be informal even with the tape machine whirring in the background, so we spent yet another evening talking about writing, and this was the result. --Debbie Notkin

DN: Why do you write fantasy and science fiction?
EAL: Because I enjoy making up worlds. The world that we live in now is all too familiar, and I really like going to other worlds—making up the details and changing them, and out of the changes I learn things.

DN: Do you believe that it is possible to write non-sexist, non-heterosexual fiction? Is that what you're trying to do?
EAL: Yes. And sometimes. Yes, I do believe it's possible, but I don't do it all the time. That is, I don't sit down and consciously plot a message, but I think I write from a non-sexist perspective. I don't sit down to write a tract or a piece of propaganda, but I can see where anything I write might be seen that way by people who are not comfortable with that way of thinking and who see it as lecturing them.

DN: There's a lot of pressure from feminists for more science fiction and fantasy with female protagonists, yet your first three novels all have male protagonists. Is there any reason for this?
EAL: Yes, I think so. Most of what we read is by men and most of what we read is about men, because in the patriarchy men are more important than women and the things that men do are by definition more important than the things women do. "Adventure story" means going out and conquering the wilderness or the galaxy. It means doing these things in the patriarchal society from which all our writing comes. Women stay home and take care of the babies and knit, and that is not adventure. The thought that there might in fact be adventure in bringing up children is so antithetical that it's impossible even for women to think about it that way. So you start out with the patriarchal attitudes toward what women do and what men do, and the fact that most writing is done by men about what men do is your only model as a writer. If you're writing science fiction, your tendency is to start writing adventure, and adventures are things that men do.

DN: You have written one story dealing with a woman's culture ["Jubilee's Story" in Millennial Women, edited by Virginia Kidd, Delacorte Books, 1977]. Is there more that you want to do along those lines?
EAL: No, it's not something that I see myself doing. But then, who can say? I change. I may all of a sudden go, "Oh, wow! Here's this wonderful world that just popped into my head and I'm going to write about it and strangely enough there are only women in it." But I guess that it's just not some-

thing that interests me all that much. I like writing about women and I like writing about things that women do. There are children all over The Dance of Arun [forthcoming from Berkley-Putnam, May 1979]. I was looking at that and thinking, "That's not usual for an adventure story. Most adventure stories don't have any kids in them." I think that has something to do with the fact that women in our culture are taught to see children. Even I, who have no kids now—children seem to me to be an important part of the community. They showed up all over Dance of Arun and they showed up in Watchtower [Berkley-Putnam, January 1979] and they will show up in The Northern Girl [forthcoming from Berkley-Putnam, October 1979].
ELIZABETH A. LYNN INTERVIEWED

BY DEBBIE NOTKIN

DN: Would you say a little bit about the structure of that trilogy [Chronicles of Tomorrow], consisting of the three above-mentioned novels?

EAL: Well, it's not your standard trilogy where you have one story broken up into three parts. It's three stories, with a common history and a common culture and a related theme, but you can't read the first story and expect a sequel in the second book, and there's a hundred years between the first and second book, and there's another hundred years between the second book and the third book, and things change accordingly in the country in which they take place.

I first wrote Dance, the story about the characters in that book, in 1971. I didn't see any market for it. No one was going to buy it because it was a love story between two brothers, and if they could stand homosexuality they certainly didn't want to be able to hack the incest, or vice versa. I could understand that, in 1971. So I put it away. When I pulled it out again I looked at it and went, "Wait a minute. There's a story that happens before this." And that turned out to be Watchtower, Watchtower has a funny history. There's a song called "All Along the Watchtower" by Bob Dylan, and ever since I first heard it, it seemed to me that Dylan was telling an adventure story in that song that never quite got told. Watchtower is that story in my mind. The final lines of "All Along the Watchtower" are: "Two riders are approaching. The wind began to howl." There is a scene in Watchtower that is very specifically and very deliberately that. The jester and the thief talking on the balcony became Ryke and Errel talking. Errel, of course, is the jester. The thief turned into Col and the conversation is not exactly the same, because of course it turned into my story. I wanted to show an order changing, and the way I wanted to do it was to show it from the point of view of the old guard, who could see it but not necessarily understand it and who could accept it with his own values, even at the same time as he could see that those values were being threatened with destruction by what was changing.

As soon as Watchtower had been written, it became very clear that there was a story that came after Dance, and that became The Northern Girl. But Dance was first. While The Northern Girl is the culmination of the trilogy, and Watchtower is its foundation, the story in Dance is really its center; it's the center around which the other two dance. Dance was always very clear to me and the relationship in it was always very close to me, and very lovely. The book wouldn't go out of my head, even when I put it away, so that eight years later it will be published, in not very, very different form than when I first wrote it. It surprises me when I look at the finished product and see that basically it didn't change. It got better; it got stronger and fuller and more realized and richer and more textured, but the basic feeling of it is the same.

One of the things that I very consciously did not put into Chronicles, at least into the first two books, was a religion. The idea of making up a religion, either a god or a goddess or any other kind of worshipping religious institution didn't interest me. It has always seemed to me that religions create certain kinds of class boundaries and certain kinds of struggles that I didn't really want to write about. In Chronicles, oddly enough, what begins in Watchtower as a cultural change without reference to religion (though there is reference to subcultures) begins, in Dance, to gather to itself certain trappings of a religion which have not yet been recognized as such by the people who create the trappings. But in The Northern Girl those things turn into a more codified way of thinking and become a religion. I was surprised by this, because I hadn't envisioned it when I was first working on the trilogy.

DN: In what order does a book tend to come to you? Do you start with plot, or characters, or setting, or theme?

EAL: Characters. Almost always characters. Once I thought I was getting plot first, and I was really excited about it until I realized that I already had the characters, but they simply hadn't liked the plot I was writing about them, so they drew me a new one. I get the characters first, they sort of mumble around in my head and pick at the bits of glass and paper in there and go, "Well, I guess we're doing this and this is how we stack up and this is a relationship we're in." I tend to write about relationships of characters, and the setting forms around them. The theme comes, again, out of the characters, and out of my head and I don't know where else—what I'm interested in, the way my own life seems to be heading, the way the world goes.

DN: So the characters have lives and decision-making power of their own?

EAL: Oh, yes. They fight back all the time. The best example of this is the ending of A Different Light [Berkley Books, 1977]. All my writerly instincts and habits said, "You can't kill off your protagonist, your point-of-view character. Who tells the story? Right?" Because it was clear to me that Jimson's death could not in fact be the end of that book—something had to come of it. I've had people bitch at me about that and say it should have been the end—he should have reconciled himself with Russell in person and then should have died happily ever after, I suppose. No! I tried to write that. I tried and I tried, and I tried, and my friends went quietly nuts around me while I wrote that chapter ten times. It would not happen; it would not go. It was very clear to me that I couldn't pull a rabbit out of a hat and have him survive; that would be totally impossible to the book. And I sat around and bit my nails and said, What the fuck do you people want out of me? and the characters just sort of mumbled. And, finally, it became evident to me that Jimson both died and survived. And that's the ending of that book. That's the only way the characters wanted it to end.

DN: So you have a working relationship with your characters?

EAL: Yes. Sometimes they win, and sometimes I win. Always I win, of course, because the books are
JANICE BOGSTAD INTERVIEWS

Suzy McKee Charnas

JB: Walk to the End of the World is your first published novel, right?
SMCK: Yes.
JB: I read it first some years ago. How long have you been writing?
SMCK: I've been writing since I was a little kid, for a long, long time. But in fact that book was begun, I guess, about 1968, 1969, and it took a long time to do because it was done all wrong at first. It had to be done over.
JB: I see. And when was it published?
SMCK: It was published in 1974.
JB: And didn't you just publish the sequel to it this year?
SMCK: Yes, the new book came out this summer, that is, the summer of 1978. That was Motherlode and that was about three years in the writing too. I'm slow.
JB: And this was in hardback this time, wasn't it? From a different company?
SMCK: It was a very nicely put-out hardback from Berkley-Putnam.
JB: I recall that I found the cover very attractive. Did you have any input into the design of the cover?
SMCK: Well, not really. I had, in that, when I talked to my editors, I had expressed some reservations. I was a little worried because I'd seen what had been done to other people's books and had some experience of my own of covers that I felt were not really appropriate for the material inside. And by the time I was sent a proof of this cover it was already pretty much set, except there was a change in the lettering. I was pleased with it, though. They did a good job.
JB: Yes, I do know that authors have that problem not having too much input, but I like the cover, too, so maybe it came out well for all com-

AND

John Varley

JB: I wanted to start by asking you how you actually get down to writing a story.
JV: Each story is a little different, but I would say that my general way of working is to begin with a picture that just comes without any kind of searching for it... some kind of picture that comes into my head of some odd thing happening, and I begin to think about it for several nights in a row and begin to put together a story around it that would make this rather odd picture become believable. Often, at the time I start writing, I know how it's going to begin and how it's going to end, with really very little difference between the two, and of course the ending is not always what I thought it was going to be.
JB: Do you prefer writing short stories to writing novels?
JV: Emotionally and for my own satisfaction, I prefer the short stories. In some ways they take the same kinds and almost the same quantities of thought and preparation as a novel does and yet, when you finish them, they haven't taken so long to write. You feel nice about it when it's done. It's something that's right there, and you can really grasp it fairly easily, and that's a lot of fun. When I finish a novel, my immediate reaction is, "Thank God, that's over with; it was such a huge project."

But I have to say I prefer writing novels... because it's the only way you can make a living in this business unless you've been in the business for 20 or 25 years and have so many royalties and reprint books that you have a steady base income. Then you can go back to fooling around with short stories. I'd like to. I like to find more time to do it. People keep coming up and asking me to write more short stories... With Omni, Ben Bova came up and said to write something, and just at the convention I may have had a dozen people say something like that. I can't give them all stories. There's no way it's gonna work. Omni is paying quite good money but still nothing like in the range of what you can get for a novel. And of course an Omni sale is once; you may try to sell it again but you're not going to get that kind of money again. In a book, theoretically, if it sells well you have a stake in it, and you get royalties. I hate to, but you always have to look at the money side of everything.
JB: Sure, especially if you have to support yourself.
JV: And that's what I've been doing, with varying degrees of success. I do fairly well for awhile and real poorly for awhile, but novels are what you have to do.
JB: Then short-story collections aren't very lucrative either?
JV: No. You get a fraction of the money for a short-story collection that you do for a novel. Story collections used to be very popular, but they don't seem to sell so well now. I don't really have any figures on the one of mine that's just come out. It's been reviewed very well, and I hear that it's selling all right, but even a short-story collection that sells very well—for a short-story collection—is really not doing that well; it's just not approaching the novels in sales.
cerned. Do you also write short stories?

SMKC: I didn't use to, and I didn't think I could, but not too long ago—I guess a couple years ago—I was asked by George Martin if I could contribute something to his *New Voleos* series. You know, he's doing those collections by people who have been nominated for the John W. Campbell Award for best new writer. At first I said, "No, I don't do that kind of thing." But then something came up, and a story kind of boiled out of it. It wasn't very short. I don't like very short stories. My stories run anywhere upwards of 12,000 to about 25,000 words. And now I'm writing this series of more or less short stories about a vampire.

JB: Oh, really? That sort of thing seems to be interesting science-fiction writers lately. Chelsea Quinn Yarbro wrote something about a vampire recently. I guess I don't know too much about it, since I haven't read it yet.

SMKC: Yes, it's called *Hotel Transylvania* and it's a kind of a historical.

JB: I see. Don't you also write essays about SF? It seems to me I read something like that in a magazine.

SMKC: You probably read some letters that I wrote as part of a thing that Jeff Smith in Baltimore did in *Khatru* [the symposium on women, *Khatru* 3 and 4, 1973]. I think that's his regular fan magazine. And he put together a double issue on sexism and women in science fiction. And a whole bunch of us were invited to contribute to that. Someone suggested my name, so I put in some letters. I wouldn't say they were essays exactly; I'd hate to get trapped into anything as dry as that....

JB: Maybe it was that interview in *Algol* that I am thinking of?

SMKC: Oh, yeah. Yeah, that actually was written material. My interview was done as a series of questions submitted on paper, and then I wrote answers to them back. I like that very much because it gives you a chance to think and go back and make it all come out right.

JB: It seems that you prefer writing books, that is novels, to writing short stories.

SMKC: Well, I did until...the vampire stories, which I'm really enjoying doing very much. I think mostly it's because it's for the same reason that I don't write really short short things. My major interest in fiction is character, people, not situations, and when I either read or try to write short material I find that it's very boring, because as soon as you get interested in the people they disappear. The situation is over. And the story stops.

JB: Yeah, I see that. Why do you write science fiction? Because it gives you more chance to be creative with your characters or something like that?

SMKC: I started doing it because I had these characters I wanted to write about and I could not find a realistic setting that would let me open them up as much as I wanted to and let them exercise their capacities. Well, it finally dawned on me that the thing to do was to go invent one...that would be tailor-made to what I wanted to be able to show—what I wanted to be able to do with them. And I think now I'm kind of spoiled; I really like the freedom of invention and I like the exercise of, I guess you have to call it, logic. That is, there's the setting up of a premise, and the working out of that premise in the story. And that premise is usually about background, the conditions of life of the people in the story. And I find that that gives a certain "spice" to the situation. Even vampire stories now, they're very realistic, I think. And their background is present-day, but the thing that makes it pleasurable to me is the writing about present-day ordinary

am exploring, and in most of the stories that I write I'm trying out different ways at looking at things. When it's successful, the people that read it see the kings of things that I was trying out, and so in that sense they try these new ideas out too. And it's either valid or not for them, depending upon what they bring to it and what kind of things they like, I guess.

JB: Is that why you write science fiction, rather than try to write other kinds of mainstream
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things is that there's this injection of the very
ordinary and the premise that there is the vampire
who is a kind of beast of prey and how does that work
out in terms of the world.

SMKC: Oh sure: the people and the situation
both.

JB: It sounds very interesting.

SMKC: And the whole setting is involved. That's
one of the reasons I like to do a whole book, because
it gives me enough scope to work out some of the finer
points.

JB: Well, since you concentrate on characteriza-
tion, I guess it's interesting to me that you have so
many female characters developed in both of the
books, but not very well in Motherlodes. Did you focus
for a particular reason on female characters?

SMKC: Well, I didn't intend to so much. That
was kind of by accident. What happened was that I
started with the idea that, as a kind of counterpoint
of the first book—which was about a very male-
dominant society—I would like to write a book
about an Amazon society. I didn't intend that it be
all women when I started out. Only, as I was writing,
I discovered that there wasn't any place in that
story for men. And I tried to put them in but they
wouldn't fit! So I just had to give up on that and
go ahead by myself. I was a little scary—to develop all
female characters for that story—and I thought,
"This isn't going to work.... Nobody will read a
book that's all about women. The characters won't
be interesting." I didn't have any confidence in it.
But I think those problems were solved.

JB: Yes, I do think the book is quite popular.
I know I keep passing it around to friends and they
keep being very pleased.

SMKC: I hope so!

JB: A lot of people whom I've discussed the
book with point out that perhaps you were exploring
different futures that are outlined in the feminist
movement presently with your different societies of
women that interact. Did you have that in mind?

SMKC: I don't think I really worked it out in
those terms. I really was looking backward rather
than forward. I don't see that book, Motherlodes, as a "blueprint for the future" and I don't see it
as a realistic development from the present, although
I wouldn't mind. It just doesn't seem to me to be
very likely. No, it was much more an exploration of
a premise again: just suppose that there is this
kind of society. What kind of life would they live,
and what kind of people would they be? But I don't
think of science fiction as predictive, anyway. I
think of it as very much present-oriented, and very
much present-related. It's not really about the
future. We don't know anything about the future.
It's about what's in our heads right now. About our
own situation.

JB: Well, I think some of the parallels that
some people have been drawing have been between
certain feminist-separatist movements, that they
would associate with the horse women of the plains
in your book, and certain other movements that say
that we should try to have marginal contact with
men. That's the sort of thing that they were talking
about. Well, maybe I can just go on to ask you
if you see yourself in any way in the context of the
feminist movement.

SMKC: Oh, sure. I have to go back and say
that actually the thing that was most important
in the development of Motherlodes was that I was
entirely about women was the fact that at the
time I had been very active with a health-
consciousness-raising group... in Albuquerque.
And they had kind of brought out the female character,
Alldera, in The Deli, and I guess I kind of had
kind of grown along with my work with that
group, so that when I finished that book I was all
ready to start a book all about women. Certainly
the feminist movement has sparked a lot of my
thinking and helped a lot of my thinking and given
me some of the directions I've been going into. But
again, I kind of draw the line between theoretical
work like some of the reading and the creative aspects
that people have written recently—and fiction. I
don't like to confuse them. Because then the fiction
gets unfree. You begin, like propagandas, you begin
to think, "Well, it has to work out this way." And
I don't ever want to be in that kind of a trap. So,
whatever the book comes out to be is organic to the
book. It's not the sort of thing where I sat down
and said, "Now I'm going to illustrate certain kinds
of thinking and the direction of separation for
women."

JB: Well, but, just going along with that,
would you agree that writing (fiction, that is) does
change people's minds about things, just in changing
their self-images?

SMKC: Well, I sure would like to think so.
I'm not sure I really agree. I think that good,
honest, exploratory fiction can help people to move
their own thinking in certain directions. I think
they've already started that way. I think it's very seldom
that a book will come along and change the mind of
somebody... into a different set of values, but I do
think that this kind of fiction can, for instance, of all
reinforce people's thinking if it's going in the same
direction as the fiction. If it's kind of leading it
out, make it alive, make it fun, not just dry didact-
icism. And I think it's useful, but I'm a little
skeptical about people who think that fiction is
really a major tool of changing people's minds.

JB: Well, maybe I can just tell you a little
about an experience I had while reading your book,
because it was a matter of the book giving me a
chance to look at something through eyes that I had
not used before. You know, I was sitting reading
the book and I got on the bus and watched the inter-
actions between a young woman and some young men.
The young woman was all very drawn in and defensive
because she had to be, and it was such a shock after
reading the book. I'd been sitting in the sunlight
reading Motherlodes, where the women act totally
differently and there's no teasing and such about
one's appearance and that sort of thing. And I guess
the question I was trying to get to was, "how did
your work in that context?" In the context of allow-
ing people to create or to see the world in a dif-
ferent way juxtaposed with the one you create.

SMKC: Oh, sure. I think that it helps to
illuminate and throw light back on the way we really
do live. There's no question about that. If you're
already seeing that. Again, I don't think it's too
common to actually bring enlightenment to somebody
who hasn't really seen it in their own lives. But,
yeah, once you've begun to see a little bit around
you, if somebody gives you a vision of something
totally opposite to conditions you're living in or
really very different from them, then I think it's
very helpful in lighting up the differences and
making appear what you'd like for yourself, if you
could make your own life.

JB: Your characters, at the same time as they're
in a world that is very different from our own, don't
see all that different from people that I know.

SMKC: Hmm, well, that's good. Gee. Say that
again: that's great.

JB: Well, I think that it might help in creating
a certain amount of rapport between your reader and
the characters that these women seem like something
we could become. But maybe you don't agree with that.

SMKC: No, my thought was, "What really might
we be if our conditions were so changed? What might
women be like if they lived in that kind of freedom
and didn't have to deal with a whole lot of constraints
that we all live with presently." And I am surprised
when I come across people who say they know people


who were like that, because it seems to me it would be awfully difficult to be that sort of person in our present-day life. But then, when I wrote *Walk*, people said, 'This is just like my life right now.' And I was surprised then, too, because I had forgotten that for a lot of people living in the real world now as a woman is very much like slavery. It really stunned me, because you know you're a middle-class woman. I live a lot more freely than a lot of other women do.

JB: Yes, much more different than, say, the characters that Harge Piercy described in *Woman on the Edge of Time*.

SMcK: You bet.

JB: Well, moving on to something a little bit different but that is still connected to the feminist movement, it seems to me that a lot more women science-fiction writers are being published lately. Do you think that's because of the feminist movement making us aware of women writers, or the writers themselves, women themselves, being aware now that they can write science fiction and see it, or a combination of the two?

SMcK: I think all of those things are important, and I also think it doesn't hurt a bit that women who are writing science fiction have a tendency to get in touch with each other. There's a lot of support from one to another. You don't just kind of strike out on your own and then you are swimming out in the ocean all by yourself. I think that's a lot of support and that's due to the creation of the feminist movement. You write and you find out that you have colleagues who are at least in sympathy with what you're writing. You don't just draw a lot of flak from people who think you're propagandizing and you're being a radical and all that stuff, and there's not a blossoming of this sort of thing. I hope that it continues and it's not going to get snuffed out by the next decade. It seems to be very retrograde in all kinds of directions already. But so far... people are willing to publish, and that's due to pressure of a certain kind, and... people are willing to read books that may have only women characters or be about women's subjects, so called. This has called out this potential in science fiction, as it has in regular fiction, where it existed before maybe, but it just was never exercised.

JB: Well, in that context, how do you see a relationship to science-fiction fandom?

SMcK: It's funny, because you know, when I was reading science fiction as a kid I didn't know there were such things. I was never a fan myself, and now that I write I have come across this big world of, what, 3–4,000 people who tend to show up at conventions, and I know that there are more who never get there! First of all it's a pleasure to have a kind of ready-made audience, although of course a lot of those people don't read my stuff and don't want to read my stuff and never will, and if they do they hate it! But a lot of them do find it palatable, and that's delightful to have that kind of built-in response there, because there's this close tie between the fans and the writers which I don't think exists in any other genre of fiction. If you write something you get something back! They talk to you and write you letters and tell you... you think that there are a lot of people in fandom who grew up on very reactionary, sexist material in science fiction and who are ready to be thinking in different ways, and science fiction can help them to expand their thinking a little in non-sexist areas, and I like to think that maybe I'm having some effects on some of those people, especially since so many fans are young. It's really important to reach people who are still youthful and are still changing their minds pretty flexibly. (At least you hope they are!)

JB: Well, I know that I had a similar experience to yours in that I wasn't a fan until I was in my 20s. I think that's the case for a lot of the women who are in fandom right now, that it was also a male-dominated field and that's why we're seeing some of the interest in women's writing in science-fiction fandom that we weren't before. Because there are more women in it.

SMcK: There are more women fans as well as more women writers, yes.

JB: Have you been going to conventions very long?

SMcK: Not so long. I went to Kansas City in '76. That was my first convention; I'd never been to one before. And it was huge, and it was a lot of fun. I think I kind of got bitten by the bug. I don't know how long I will be, but I went to Phoenix, and I'd like to get to Brighton, and I'd love to go to Boston. I really enjoy the kind of... Well, there are a lot of awfully bright people in fandom, and it's a lot of fun. I took my step-daughter to the one in Phoenix, and at first she was very shy and hung around me and sort of looked at things. And then she started talking to some people, and she met me for lunch and she said, 'My god, these people are smart!', and she really started to enjoy herself and go around to some of the parties and so on.

JB: Do you have any special ideas about what you'd like to do at WisCon? Do you have any ideal in your mind of what you want it to be like?

SMcK: I'd like to have a good time. I'd like to not catch the flu. I'd like to not be frozen to death. And I'd like to get enough sleep.

JB: Oh, well, that last one might be difficult.

SMcK: And I'd like to talk a lot. I'd like to talk to people and see what they've got to say. And I'd like to do some readings, I mean to say reading out loud. I've got some stuff I'd like to read. What else? See some friends. I know a lot of people are coming down from Canada and some people coming from the West Coast. And I know some of those folks from one of the WesterCons that I went to that was a lot of fun. That was up in Vancouver. It was terrific. And of course I'd like to hear from people who've read my stuff and hear what they think and get some feedback. One of the peculiar things about this book is that, although it came out in July of 1978, outside of fandom—and even inside of fandom to a degree—there's been almost a complete silence in reaction to it. It's been really quiet out there. I think I got my second letter from a reader last week. And I'm really surprised because I got a rather warm, voluminous response on *Walk*, more than I did in this book. It's got me wondering what the silence is due to.

JB: Maybe people are just so floored by it, being fascinated by it.

SMcK: You think that they're just flabbergasted!

JB: Well, let's see, I did have to ask you a couple of things, not related to the interview. Is there anything else you'd like to say to people in Wisconsin?

SMcK: Well, people of Wisconsin, I'm looking forward to coming out. I hear Madison is a lovely town.

JB: Yeah, there's a lot of things to do; it's kind of colder, though.

SMcK: Well, I'm looking forward to seeing it and seeing some of you. Secondly, I hope that maybe I'm having some effects on some of those people, especially since so many fans are young. It's really important to reach people who are still youthful and are still changing their minds pretty flexibly. (At least you hope they are!)

JB: Oh, good! That sort of response makes all of the work worthwhile.
Varley

literature? Because you can try out ideas? Or is it just that it’s the first thing that you started writing?

JV: A little of both, I guess. It is the most flexible medium for being able to write absolutely anything. Like Delany was saying yesterday, he could see other fiction as sort of a subset of science fiction because, just on the sheer numbers level, there are more combinations of words that you can put together in science fiction that make sense. Whereas they would be nonsense sentences if you were trying to put them into a mainstream novel. That’s a very pragmatic way of looking at it. I can see what he’s talking about. The universe of science fiction encompasses not only the real world but everything else, too, and the real world is all that mainstream fiction can deal with—the absolutely observed real world. You can argue that, as mainstream begins to depart from it, even in psychological fantasies or satires, it begins to get into the realm of fantasy, which science fiction might more properly claim.

JB: One of the reactions I’ve heard from people who don’t read a lot of science fiction is that, as you say, the things that we consider to be science fiction, or read a lot of it and know something of science fiction, come out as nonsense to them. Do you read a lot of science fiction? Did you start out reading it?

JV: Yes, I did start out reading it. I read less now than at any other point in my life, I guess, except for a time just before I started writing again when I read more than all.

JB: I get the sense that in contemporary science-fiction writing one writer builds on what another writer has done already.

JV: Yes, that’s true in a lot of ways. I do a lot of that myself, and I know that my novels and stories are not likely to be very accessible for somebody who has absolutely no background in science fiction.

JB: Someone who gets put off by something like faster-than-light travel, or black holes, or...

JV: That probably wouldn’t bother the reader so much as when you try to bring in social changes. They can accept as a given that a black hole does this, or that a ship can go faster than light. They may not want to follow all the mathematical reasoning you put into your faster-than-light drive. If you make some kind of fancy-sounding line, say how a ship could actually do that, they are more likely to accept that, but I think the kind of social extrapolating that I do is so foreign to what you see as almost natural laws of the universe, the way your society operates, that it may be harder for you to accept that than that something would go faster than light, which, after all, is just an abstraction to most people. You can see that light goes at a particular speed, and you can’t feel that nothing can go faster. You just have to take Einstein’s word for it, and most people don’t know Einstein from anything.

JB: Do you consider part of your extrapolation to be on the influence of technology on society?

JV: Right! That’s always been the most fascinating part to me. Like, if this could be done what would it do to the people who had this device, or this new process, or this new biological possibility?...not just the nuts-and-bolts terms, but would it change their thinking, the way they relate to the people around them? And, if that happens, what social institutions would evolve to take care of that? It’s very complex, and you can’t do it with any assurance at all of getting it right, but you try to speculate and say this is what might work, or this is what might come about in this situation.

JB: So you’re not being precisely cautionary or predictive when you write?

JV: No, I would never say that I was predictive. I wouldn’t bet a penny on any prediction I’ve ever made in science fiction. There are just sorts of things that I take as possibilities. I say, “Take this thing, and this is the way it might come about,” but there is no reason why somebody couldn’t make very good arguments that it would come about exactly the other way. I’ve never seen science fiction as prediction. The things that science fiction has predicted are just items of hardware, things that could be seen in the future before who was sufficiently involved with the technical culture—which most people never hear about, so they think these predictions are miracles. The atom bomb was no real trick. I mean, I’m not putting it down: when the guy predicted it in Analog, way back, it was astounding. But the information was there; people were working on it.

JB: Or things like waldoes?

JV: Yeah, that’s a nice device, but SF is not like crystal-ball gazing or anything like that.

JB: Do you ever think of your writing in terms of cautioning people that, if they don’t watch out, such-and-such might happen and that wouldn’t be a good way for the human race to go?

JV: I haven’t done much of that, no. I’d rather just present something, say: Here it is. You can like this or you can not like it, but I want you to see that the people who live in it probably think it’s just as perfectly normal as can be. One of the central themes of the series of stories that I’ve done is something which I postulated that might exist quite a ways in the future, which is that at some point it will become cheap and easy to have a sex change anytime you want one, and that it will be a natural and complete sex change, so that a man who changes into a woman is able to bear children. It’s functional, it’s not just a surface rearranging of skin and genitals, and things like that. Don’t ask me if I think that’s possible, because I really doubt it, but it might happen. But that’s really beside the point, because what I try to explore in those stories is what this would do to the people to whom it was available. First of all, would they use it frequently? Would people cling to the sex they were born in, or would even children begin to get sex changes if their parents approved? Raise a boy one week and a girl the next and you wouldn’t get the kind of cultural imprinting that we have now, so that you really don’t know what the difference is between men and women, because so much of it is the way you’re raised. If you raised a boy as if you would a girl, the boy would probably be quite different, but you don’t know exactly how. It’s so hard to do the research. I got kind of off the track on that. The stories just try to explore my own ideas of what that kind of thing might do to society, and there’s a lot of possibilities. I’ve selected a few and built them into a series of stories.

JB: In this series does each of these stories explore a different possibility?

JV: Well, to some extent, yeah. Some of the stories, I guess, try to explore social things in a more outfront way than others. Some are more concerned with just telling a good story and a good adventure. But the background is all there. What you try to do is to drop these ideas in painlessly, or almost as invisibly as possible. You have these characters moving through their world just as competently and as unamazed as as we do through ours. Nothing about the world outside here really amazes us. We see new things come along every once in a while, but they’re quickly assimilated. Before long any new development becomes as common as the kitchen sink.

JB: Some developments seem to have profound
LYNN INTERVIEW continued

Better when I listen to them. But I have to be able to be ruthless too. I mean, there are times when they would have me writing everything in sight. And I have to be prepared to cut.

DN: The universe in which A Different Light takes place is also the setting for one of your short stories, and it’s a very open-ended setting. Have you done any more writing in that universe?

EAL: "Hindseye" [in Chrysalis, edited by Roy Torgerson, Zebra Books, 1976] was quite an early story—I didn’t quite like it and I couldn’t figure out what was wrong with it. It’s a story that was really important to that universe. But I didn’t know quite how until I got about two-thirds of the way through A Different Light and then I went, "Oh! Right! Of course! This is how it ties in." And then, of course, Goryn uses it as an example in A Different Light to say that Simon Johnson, "This is why we want to tear your mind into little bits and pieces and parcel it out to people."

There is a book, The Sandymore Net [forthcoming from Berkley-Putnam, January 1980], which happens about six years before A Different Light, in that universe, the universe of the Living Worlds and the Hype, but on another planet and to another set of people. I would think that writing a series about one set of characters would be very hard, and I haven’t tried to do it yet.

DN: How does your own experience doing aikido turn up in your books? [I had attained the rank of first kyu, one rank below black belt, when she had to stop doing aikido for health reasons. She hopes to return to the practice of the art soon.]

EAL: All over. In Chronicles, I decided to invent something, with which I am pleased, out of Japanese culture. My aikido instructor used to yell at us, "Aikido is not dancing. Don’t do it as if you were dancing!" Something out of that struck my heart and I thought, "What if there were a martial art that was also dancing? What if you had a group of people who were not only superb dancers, entertainers, but were also extraordinary martial artists?" And out of that came the seeds of the universe, as they exist most specifically in The Donorae of Arun. I like to think that my fight scenes in Watchtower and Donorae are realistic. There is a dedication at the beginning of Watchtower to my instructors. And I meant that.

Very probably evident in Chronicles, I am somewhat of a pacifist when it comes to institutions. I think war is vicious, and degrading, and basically inhumane and silly as a human behavior pattern, something we should have left to the chimps, or the baboons, or whoever it is who are constantly being pointed to as where it came from. The fact that a babaon does it does not seem to me to be a justification for human behavior. On the other hand, personal combat has always seemed to me to be important and in some way attractive. I mean, what do you do when somebody wants to rape you? And I can write about that with a lot more sympathy than I can write about the movement of the armies.

DN: For Watchtower, you designed a deck of tarot cards. Do you read tarot yourself?

EAL: I did once. I stopped reading tarot when I started getting answers I didn’t want. I don’t really have any kind of set theory about the occult or the psychic. I don’t understand it. I don’t consider myself to be psychic, but I can certainly write about it. I can write about anything. I could write about mountain climbing without ever having climbed a mountain. I can write about what it feels like to do surgery without having been a surgeon. That’s why I write science fiction, because I’d like to do all this stuff. I really want to go to Aldebaran, or wherever, I really want to be a spaceship captain. It’s all wish fulfillment.
WOMANDREAM (FOR JAN AND JEANNE)

It is that dream again, perfect and warm, showing me where I could be:
Your voice calling from strange suns, faint, each decible separated-
lonely, but followed by another, tasting of different lightwaves, an odd speed of heat like the air from a far far mountain.

I sigh back, breathing out star calls, pushing molecules huge distances, scented with lavender.

No one hears. Particles shoot by and I count them.

Terry Gary

TERRI-

THIS IS JUST A SMALL ONE

Red and gold, tiny jeweled frogs are sunning themselves on stones above the rushing water, unafraid of my fingers.

Under the ferns, impressed in the mud, I have become slick and brown a new edition of an old diversion.

Terry Gary

FOR VONDA

I push through the grasses like a snake, a slim green snake who only knows what she tastes is you, sleeping no colour at all under the stars.

I retouch you with my tongue, a paintbrush of pointed sable, wet, giving you lines, tints, a form surrounded by my shadowy coils.

I glide away and you don't know about my explorations, the soft hisings in the hills between the lights... slithering hues you have never known.

CANYON DE CHELLY

Like a deep red womb sufficient with her own children of rainbow and sunset, she sings one song, a goat bell which quavers on the rim-falls to the canyon floor like raven's feather.

Her slow round dance is the river, wearing the sandstone, bending and bending again to give her water to cottonwoods and green corn.

"My children," she hums with her hands, "always remember I am here, the only woman in a desert of men."

Terry Gary
WINTER

Images click upon each other
Tires, feet, crunch against snow
Thoughts arrive in strings of ice cubes,
Discrete, the moments klink.

Kisses freeze in mid air
Pieces of remembered warmth
To be plucked where they stand.

Terri Gregory

PING!

The bubble
of my universe
burst

Disintegrating fragments flash
past, rainbow-hued
shards of child's bubbles blown

And all the creatures of the night
barricaded by that thin membrane
flood in. Cynicism
is my bed-fellow; bitterness,
my sister in crime

All that inner core of
strength expanded, burst,
leaving a raw gaping
hole, with edges
all around.

Terri Gregory

CLOTH

DIVORCEE'S COMPLAINT

I have the housewife's syndrome
Pain, depression, clings to me
shroudlike. Yet
I have no husband, no children to
suck the strength from me.

What excuse, this continual
weakeness? Wherefore
the little purple half-moons
wrong-side my eyelids?

My doctor says
You have many allergies. You
serve too many organizations,
wear yourself thin
like an old dish towel, formerly
a diaper. They make the
best kind, you know.

Why won't this woodwork
ever be clean? I wash it
nearly once monthly. Too
tired to clean the sink, to
make the bed. Expend energy
on these foolish words, that
string themselves into stanzas,
copies of better poems.

No one depends on me. I
have no excuse
to be so tired.

Terri Gregory

THE GUARD CAT

The guard cat sits
at the baseboard behind
which mice play. Watches,
hoping for their escape,
to pounce half the fun;
watching, the other half.

The guard cat, obsidian, black
as night, as some Egyptian
princess, long ago sentenced
to a cat's life. What transgression
cost her this price? Loss of
sex, of motherhood, of comfort,
though cared for well enough,
loss, worst of all, of power.

Her price, for what? Did
she take life too lightly, dispatching
those of loyal slaves? That power she
held, did she squander it? to live
forever as a stone-black cat? or work
back through, cat to
what?

Terri Gregory

GEMINI

Tenacity is the crab, they say
but I hold on to any love
that's ever given me. I
always expect to lose it, and
holding on too late, I grasp
thin air, my tears chasing it
into the sunset.

Terri Gregory
WATCHTOWER
Elizabeth A. Lynn

There is something about the circus that fascinates SF writers, among others. Several generations of SF writers have chosen the circus as a setting for their novels and stories. From Ray Bradbury's "Something Wicked This Way Comes" and Theodore Sturgeon's "The Dreaming Jewels" (newly released as "The Synthetic Man"), up to the contemporary posthumously published work by Tom Reamy, "Blind Voices" (Berkley-Putnam), the SF author's look at circuses shares with Elizabeth Lynn's story, "Circus," another important element, a seemingly universal perception of circuses as being in some way an evil but attractive phenomenon. Liz Lynn, whose story just came out in Chrysalis 3, edited by Roy Torgerson and published by Zebra Press, participates in this rendering of the circus as an alien lifestyle by making it exactly that.

What interests me is, first, why circuses seem that way to us outsiders and, second, why Liz, among other authors, chose it as a subject. Of course, I can only speculate about the reasons. Perhaps it is that circuses affected us in this way as children, as something fascinating and yet spine-chilling in their alienness. Leaving with a circus, getting away from "normal" family life, is something we've probably all thought about in childhood, but its virtual alienness, socially and culturally, to any-

thing that we've known somehow kept most of us safe at home like good little children until we outgrew the fascination. This fascination and its tinge of the alien have resurfaced in our imaginative fiction only to be pushed further and further away from the "normal" way of life. Liz Lynn in fact exploits this perception of alienness and evil that we all sense as a part of circuses in order to create a truly eerie story, complete with a starstruck kid who gets in over her head. With "Circus," she has taken a heretofore unvoiced element of imaginative circus stories to a logical end.

Another setting which reappears in imaginative fiction, especially those stories which defy classification as fantasy or science fiction, containing elements of both, is an imitation of our understanding of medieval European culture. Of course, each of the science-fictional renderings contains some setting-twists peculiar to the specific other-time culture created by the specific SF author. Thus it was to be expected that, when Elizabeth Lynn set "Watchtower," the first book of her series, in a medieval-analog context, she would exploit the "classical-medieval adventure" form for her own purposes.

When I spoke with Liz at WisCon 3, my first question was about the main character of "Watchtower." The central figure, from whose viewpoint the story is told, is male and, since I had read only the first few chapters at that point, I thought that this was a good way to probe for the political position which she might have taken in the novel. She explained that she had chosen a male rather than a female
character as the central character because she felt that too many cultural assumptions would have to be altered at the outset of the novel if she began it from the perspective of a female character. A female hero would not have been acceptable or believable at that point in the world-building process. Yet, this is the problem she had begun to attack by the end of the novel. She had managed to tell a fascinating story of a culture in flux, complete with its own Erewhon, and also to totally surprise me with the identity of certain characters and with the outcome of the novel. Best of all, since this is part of a series, she left several questions hinging unanswered in my mind, a sure indication that the next novel will be of interest to me.

I read a recent review of Watchtower, along with Motherlines (by Suzy Charnas) and Godfire (by Cynthia Felico). It was written by the novelist Nage Piercy and published in a recent issue of Sajouner, a feminist publication. In it, Piercy claimed that the characterization of Watchtower was not very accomplished. I have to disagree with this opinion, as I found the characterization to be the most interesting part of the novel. Especially interesting was the clash between individuals who represented different perceptions of social order and, by implication, human nature. This is represented in the meeting of Ryke, main character and refugee from the main medieval-analog culture, and the chearli, or "dancer," people who eventually help him out of his dilemma. What made the characterization itself so interesting was the interplay between these people with regard to two elements: sex roles and cultural conflict.

First, there was room for a certain amount of exploitation of gender and sex-specific behavior as it appeared in both cultures. Two characters, Sorren and Norres, outside the chearli culture, are thought of as "ghys", people whose sex is not specified, and whose gender is therefore male/unknown. They are rendered believable as functioning males as far as the culture is concerned without adopting all of the characteristics of that sex, Ryke's reaction to their appearance and actions is very illuminating in that he first accepts the cultural assumptions indicated by their dress and behavior, and then, upon further contact, begins to question these assumptions.

Another sex-related exploration made in Lynn's novel is found in the relationship between Ryke and Errel, his liege. There is no indication that the relationship is specifically sexual, and yet it is comprised of a physical attraction that is something more than the love of a vassal for his liege.

Finally, in terms of positive comments on Watchtower, I find the focus of culture in flux to be of great interest. The main cultural construct of Watchtower, as I mentioned earlier, is a medieval analog. Not only is its permanence called into question by a revelation of its historical economic basis, but also the "timelessness" of its existence, which we expect to be static, is being invaded by two forces of social change, a useful concept that only too rarely appears in science-fiction novels about medieval-analog cultures. First, the cultural stereotype of the functions and the abilities of women is exploded by the activities of Sorren and Norre, and by the imminent role of a female lord. Second, as well as the two chearli women, Maranth and Amaranth. Second, the assumption inherent in our own time also, that cultures must naturally be in conflict with each other, that individuals' economic interests must conflict, is exploded by the chearli group, which clearly represents another pattern of interaction in social contexts. In this sense, it's a compelling work.

Yet I have reservations about some of the statements made to represent the mind-sets of certain characters, in that their perceptive abilities on other issues seem somewhat backward with regard to these specific statements, which I'd like to reveal in the light of two feminist writers. Near the end of the novel, one otherwise very perceptive character, Ryke, comments on the rape and murder of his sister:

'Out of the outline of her body under the blue silks, he could see what they had done to her. He wondered if the Pel Keep soldiers had known she was Col Istot's woman, her property, and killed her because of it. The other was unimportant. It happened to all women. In war, you could not even call it rape.' (P. 234.)

I don't know if Lynn also shares this belief with her character, or rather means to call attention to its falsity, but the ambiguity in this case seems jarring. Up to this point, Ryke has exhibited an astute ability to sidestep cultural assumptions in dealing with his mother, sister, and Sorren and Norre. He is willing to submit to a degrading personal situation in order to save his liege, and to take an open-eyed look at the women in his and the dancer cultures. That he comes out with such a pronouncement as "in war you could not even call it rape" lends the statement more credibility than, I hope, the author intended.

Just to be sure, let me take this opportunity to cite Susan Brownmiller's landmark study, Against Our Will, in which she links rape in war with the entire social fabric of Western culture which permits it in peacetime. Consume with her well-documented thesis, let me reiterate that rape in war is rape. It's just easier to get away with on a mass scale. As long as women are considered property, and their children "men's" children, then rape in war or peace will be their, and not the rapist's, degradation.

My main criticism of Watchtower is both structural and ideological, one in which I implicitly agree with Nage Piercy's article. I see the creation of an alternative culture, which begins to destroy the main social construct of Watchtower, under a male, or patriarch, as another inconsistency within the novel. Piercy laments the dearth of strong female characters in Watchtower, but I think that this dearth amounts to an inconsistency that verages on a structural flaw. One of the points that Mary Daly makes in the early chapters of Gyn/Ecology is that there is an internal (philosophically so) link between patriarchy and the viability of just two patriarchs. She goes so far as to call patriarchal cultural "death oriented" or necrophile. I seriously question whether a patriarch like Van of the Erewhon country Vanima would have existed in that other-world context. Why would the leave another oriented culture to create one in which his position was socially and politically weaker, and why would a culture which is supposedly non-sexist be initiated by a patriarch? These are two important questions that are not answered in the novel, and that I don't think can be answered. I think Vanima would have been more internally consistent (that is, represent a more believable break with the main medieval-analog culture) if there were no patriarch like Van seemingly in control of the activities of a large

1 The sex and gender associations made with forms of dress are explored in another recently released novel, A Voice out of Ramah, by Lee Killough. But in the latter novel, the sex-role obfuscation goes in the other direction, with a man being free to move about in his world only when he adopts the clothing, and therefore the identity, of a woman.

2 Errel's father was a southern conqueror, just as is Col Istot, his enemy.
group of people. As long as you have a figurehead, a male that everyone is expected to look up to and emulate, you have a hierarchical structure which precludes the very social organization that Lynn is hinting at for Yanima. The point is, you not only don't need a patriarch in this context, but having one makes the cultural form unbelievable. It is male-oriented and therefore carries the seeds of its dissolution as an equal culture with its very structure.

Let the reader think that this article represents a wholesale criticism of Watchtower, let me remark that it is a novel which leads to such speculations as written above. In this sense, it is an interesting and speculatively enticing novel, fraught with enough ambiguity to allow for a varied interpretation. In other words, it's fun to play with, as well as to read.\^ 

—Jan Bogstad

DOOMSTAR
Edmond Hamilton
&
DIFFERENT LIGHT
Elizabeth A. Lynn


There are surely few science-fiction readers don't enjoy or haven't enjoyed a rousing space adventure. The only problem with these stories has always been that they are just too numerous, and after one has read a few, the similarities become tiresome. This is true now more than ever, since space opera has become a mass-media staple. On the other hand, readers find some undeniable value or worth in popular stories written within strict conventions, as witness the existence of all sorts of stories: nurse novels, gothic novels, spy novels. Sometimes the slight departures from the norm in these stories, the slight variations on familiar situations, can be interesting and entertaining.

These two examples of space adventures contain most of the formula components of the genre, but also feature characterizations which are unusual for science fiction. The familiar elements include spaceport cultures (especially bars), curious aliens, interstellar traders and outlaws, exotic planets and faster-than-light mucky-muck. Both stories involve stealing treasures, idol-gods of primitives. And both novels have central characters who are most remarkable, though rather different than the standard space-opera Captain Future. Edmond Hamilton, of course, wrote the book concerning the standard space-opera hero, but in *Doomstar* he depicts a character named Johnny Kettrick with a much wider range of human feelings than the usual superman. Kettrick is a trader and sometimes outlaw, motivated at first by greed and avarice, and then by terror and motivated by fear and hate.

Elizabeth Lynn has obviously studied the space opera, and in *A Different Light* she sets out, like Hamilton, to place some unusually human characters into a typical interstellar adventure. Jimson is a renowned artist, and his idea of an adventure is a trip into space to pursue his art, even though it means his life will end in as little a year because of a rare disease. The story reunites Jimson with a starship captain, a lover who left Jimson because he was unable to accept the concept of death. A homosexual artist and a starship captain afraid of death? This is a long way from the usual roster of characters in *Thrilling Wonder Stories*.

The added interest provided by the characters in *Doomstar* and *A Different Light* guarantee that the novels are enjoyable even while the plots creak through very familiar changes. Some of the more interesting portions of both these books concern the relations between the characters while they travel in the close confines of their starships. In Lynn's book, the sexual tension is openly considered in the story, and the effectiveness of this simple device is obvious, especially after reading hundreds of stories in which the characters are sexless, emotionless, or just plain lifeless. There are no explicit mentions of sexual tension or relationships between the men on Johnny Kettrick's ship in Hamilton's *Doomstar*, but somehow this story suggests the same sort of realism which became explicit in Lynn's novel. In Hamilton's story, the relationship of the men as they try to share their fear, as they help and support each other, weaves itself into the same sort of believable relationship than Lynn constructs with her love story. I was impressed with the subtle power with which Hamilton imbues his characters; for instance, one crewman sits and complains and forlorn dooms, because he is badly injured and can't help repair the ship, but then he sits there anyway and banters the tools to his close friend. When the starship crew is joined by a woman guest/prisoner, a former lover of Kettrick's, her presence causes difficulties which extend beyond overcrowding and which reveal just how closely the men of the starship live together and comfortably share their personal space. The closest incident in *Doomstar* to the open homosexuality of Lynn's novel is a brief fond pat on the behind, so readers may prefer to believe that I've read too much into this story. Originally published in 1968 by Belmont, this recently reissued novel is a minor work that nearly everyone had forgotten. But it causes me to wonder if Hamilton might have wanted to write more about the relationships between men of his space adventures, and I wonder if he might have actually written more, which was subsequently removed by editors who considered it unacceptable for young science-fiction readers. Hamilton wrote millions of words of formula science fiction, but he also frequently became determined to transcend those formulas and wrote stories which challenged accepted conventions of the genre. His story "Hands It Like Out There?" is frequently cited as an example.

Lynn's novel was entertaining, and I look forward to her forthcoming novels because I'm certain that she will become a fine storyteller. *A Different Light* seemed to me to lack a bit now and then, something that a Hamilton space opera would never do. It does seem a shame that the editors and publishers which Edmond Hamilton dealt during his career were never able to offer him the chance to become the mature, unsuppressed writer that people like Liz Lynn now have the chance of becoming.\^ 

—Hank Luttrell

“OLD FOLKS AT HOME”
Michael Bishop

"Old Folks At Home", Michael Bishop, *Universe* 8.

The anthology premise behind *Aurora: Beyond Equality* was a fine concept. Occasionally in the handling of a story, an author will delineate a future which lies beyond a time of equalization between the sexes. Joan D. Vinge tends to write from this place in her work; so do many female SF writers. Few male writers seem sensitive enough, or, perhaps,
THE OUTCASTS OF HEAVEN BELT
Joan D. Vinge

The Outcasts of Heaven Belt, Joan D. Vinge, Signet, \$2.75.

In Outcasts of Heaven Belt a starship, low on fuel, enters a hostile star system, the Heaven Belt, and is attacked. The captain and some desperate natives, the crafty, intelligent, competent captain uses all the tricks to deal with the inhabitants and secure fuel. The captain resorts to a daring, ruthless act of piracy.

Q. Does this sound like a familiar scenario?
A. You bet.
Q. Do writers still do this sort of story?
A. You bet.
Q. Is there something different about Vinge's?
A. You bet!

The starship is on a peaceful trade mission to that very system; the Heaven Belt civilization has degenerated into a dying paper tiger. The captain is a woman, who tries all reasonable choices first, and bluffs violence after confronting violence. The desperate natives are from one of the planets which is now water-poor with little bargaining resource; helping her is a government man from the most well-to-do planet in the system who defects to the starship. He sees its plight, and its potential for good. It is the government/corporate powers in the Belt who are ruthless; all grabbing at the ship as a prize weapon. This all peaks in a high-voltage crisis.

The plots of "sci-fi" have evolved into realistic ones. The characters of "sci-fi" have matured into three-dimensional ones. In the hands of writers like Vinge, and they are still few, the societies of the future are becoming rational. Not just realistic, but rational. The irrationality of power politics and human emotion may be immutable; but racial war and sexual inequality are not. Outcasts and its companion story "Media Man" (Analog, Oct, 1976), Vinge has begun a future history that takes these changes for granted. These stories are tight and evenly paced. The characters have a deep sheen to them; they are individuals interacting as human beings. Most important, though, is the future vision. Outcasts is one of sanity; when I look out my window tomorrow morning, I am not sure that ours will be.

—Robert Frazier

ROCKY HORROR BEANIES
Greg Rihn
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The epitome of nostalgia in science fiction may be found in stories like "I Love Galesburg in the Springtime" and "The Third Level", in which yearning for the good old days propels characters back in time, or in which the past literally reaches out to claim their affections. Fittingly, these stories—and others like them—are by Jack Finney, whose 1950 novel formed the basis for one of the classic "creature" motion pictures of the mid-1950s, Invasion of the Body Snatchers. Although we usually take the time to review the book and/or earlier movies on which current films are based, we will instead for this purpose refer you to Alex Eisenstein’s excellent analysis in the June 1979 issue of Fantastik Films. Also, we usually at this point go into polemics against remakes, but we will spare you those, too.

Briefly, the body snatchers are interstellar spores which grow through a chrysalis stage (in which they resemble giant pea pods) until they hatch out as physical carbon copies of existing human beings. If, at this point, the corresponding real human being is asleep, her or his consciousness passes into the alien body, and the real person dies. The aliens assume the places of their avatars and live outwardly as before; however, they have no emotions and spend most of their free time distributing more spores and pods so as to spread the invasion. Needless to say, the real human beings who find out about this wish to prevent it from happening.

It is here that Body Snatchers departs from the standard ‘50s "creature"-movie plot. The standard plot can be divided into three roughly equal portions: (1) scientist discovers creature; (2) scientist tries to convince the world that the creature exists and is a menace; and (3) scientist leads humanity’s retribution against the creature. Body Snatchers never gets to Step 3; instead, it lingers on Step 2, where Dr. Bennell of the San Francisco Health Dept. and his friends are stumped for a way to prove there’s been an invasion. After all, there are no flying saucers zooming through the sky, no giant-ant tracks in the desert, no slimy trails leading back into the swamp, no destruction, and no apparent victims. All we have is a number of people expressing the seemingly irrational fear that there’s something inexplicably wrong with those close to them. After a few days, though, the complainers have no more complaints. (Guess why.) How does one pin something like this down?

Well, one good way would be to find the bodies of the victims. But the pods must have been reading Page 1 from the public-employees’ strike manual, which is headed "Start with the Sanitation Workers." Garbage collection is a vitally appreciated public service, yet garbage trucks are unobtrusive: they can go almost anywhere and haul away almost anything.

Footnote 1: See our reviews of King Kong in Janus 7; The Island of Dr. Moreau, in 10; and Heaven Can Wait, in 14.
without arousing attention. So the pods take over the SF Sanitation Dept. first, then haul away the shrunken, fluffy remains of their later victims.

We have seen other reviews which claim that it was possible to believe that the pods could subvert a small town (as in the original film) but that the takeover of San Francisco defied credulity. On the contrary, we thought that the film made the take-over quite believable.

Invasion of the Body Snatchers was a perfect film for the McCarthy Era, when the Red Manac was insidiously taking over everybody's neighbors, and you couldn't tell from looking who had been subverted and who hadn't. The simple xenophobia of the standard alien-invasion movie took on a new dimension. The remake pays homage to Don Siegel's original in a number of different ways, notably in having Kevin McCarthy (the star of the earlier picture3) do a cameo bit where he runs into Bennell's car screaming that the pods are coming. But it is set in the present and aimed at a present-day audience, so it just can't recapture the sense of paranoia that characterized the original.

The photography was competent, the scenes well staged. Donald Sutherland again played Donald Sutherland (which isn't all bad), but the rest of the cast wasn't especially effective. In particular, Leonard Nimoy—whose emotions were repressed in all those years as Mr. Spock—drastically overacts his role as a society-chic psychiatrist.

It's an OK movie if you harbor a lingering fondness for the cosmic threat. ** ***

T: Superman the Movie
F: Alexander Salkind, Ilya Salkind, and Pierre Spengler
D: Richard Donner
W: David Newman, Leslie Newman, Robert Benton, and Tom Mankiewicz, from a story by Mario Puzo, based on characters created by Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster
M: John Williams
S: Christopher Reeve as Superman/Clark Kent/Kal-el
   Margot Kidder as Lois Lane
   Gene Hackman as Lex Luthor
   Marlon Brando as Jor-el
   Glen Ford as Jonathan Kent
   Phyllis Thaxter as Martha Kent
   Jackie Cooper as Perry White
   Ned Beatty as Otis
   Valerie Perrine as Eve Teschmacher
   Susannah York as Lara

Just as the 1950s were the decade when Reds and radioactive rats were super-menaces, so the Depression was the era when Superman became the first of the super-heroes. This most publicized movie of 1978 pays frequent homage to that earlier time, including some black-and-white shots of "Metropolis" skyscrapers. And unquestionably the character of Superman is the sort of four-square straight shooter that evokes fond remembrances of a more innocent time, before skepticism and cynicism took their toll.

Yet, like Body Snatchers, Superman the Movie is unquestionably set in the present. In fact, though passing mention is made of Metropolis, it is apparent that Supe hangs out in the Big Apple. The screenwriters do a good job of playing off the new milieu against the old preconceptions—as when Clark Kent searches for a phone booth in which to change clothes and finds one of the new, shell-like variety—and most of the time the audience both catches the gag and appreciates it.

3 Not the McCarthy for whom the McCarthy Era was named.
reach Earth? Did he re-travel the distance to Krypton during his stay in the Fortress of Solitude? And how long was that sojourn? When did he actually land on Earth—in the 1930's as the date superimposed over an earlier scene would lead one to believe, or around 1948 as Lex Luthor's research and Superman's apparent age would indicate?

There are other holes in the plot. One is the statement about the dozen known galaxies. Another is Lex Luthor's ability to look up (evidently in the National Geographic) the name of Krypton and the date of its explosion, despite the intergalactic distances involved. Another is the absence of an earthquake after Superman has traveled back in time to prevent its consequences.

These inconsistencies and inaccuracies are probably a by-product of having a number of different people work on the script. And, normally, this would be an irritation. But the fact of the matter is that Superman comic books have, over the years, not been particularly consistent, either. For example, even though we're now familiar with the character of Superboy growing up in Smallville, the original Superman character did not reveal his superpowers until he was in his mid-20s, as depicted in the film. So it is perhaps appropriate that the film should retain the inconsistencies of its comic-book origins. Besides, who but an oldfuddy-duddy would insist on gumming up a fun film with expectations of realism?

The score contains reprises of the theme music from the old movie serials and TV show; it's competent, but not up to Williams' efforts for Star Wars and Close Encounters.

The special effects consist of: optics (zoom optics), which are used on all of what must be the longest credited titles in film history; an extended space-flight scene which was kind of a cross between Star Wars and the psychedelic lights of 2001; a nifty scene in which the Earth's rotation slows, stops, and reverses; and, of course, the highly touted flying sequences. Some of the flying scenes were disappointingly unconvincing, like Superman flying up the exhaust trail of a rocket. But others were beautiful, especially the way he nonchalantly steps off a multi-story ledge and glides away. On the whole, the effects were probably worth the corner of Fort Knox that Warner Bros. had to chip off for them.

That brings us to the acting. Our favorite, Chris Reeve is absolutely superb. If you've read the comic book for any length of time, you have to wonder why no one else sees the resemblance between Clark Kent and Superman; after watching Reeve do his klutz bit as Kent, then switch to the calm self-assurance of the Man of Steel, there's no longer any reason to think that there's any connection at all between them. A marvelous job. Margot Kidder is too earns; Brando is too obviously Brando to be believable in any other role; Gene Hackman is so surrounded by boobies that he doesn't get a chance to display any acting ability at all; and the rest of the cast is on screen too briefly to matter.

There's a sequel in the works, but it's going to have problems. Superman I showed the hero as virtually invincible, single-handedly and almost instantly patching up an earthquake (the whole fault line), damming up Lake Mead, and substituting his body for a missing section of railroad bridge. What credible threats can be brought against a hero of such proportions?

This is similar to something discovered by players of Dungeons and Dragons: in a world where magic exists, there are almost no mystery elements. Anything unusual is explicable by magic. And so it may be with Superman. He may become so super that the rest of us become bland about it. Perhaps the filmmakers would have been better off sticking a little closer to the original version, who was literally faster than a speeding bullet (but not by much), more powerful than a rushing locomotive (but not an A-bomb), and able to leap tall buildings at a single bound (but not fly).

One last comment. The Warner Communications Corporation, not wanting to miss an opportunity to make a fast buck, has authorized a novel, Superman, Last Son of Krypton, by Elliot S. Maggin (Warner, 1978, §2.25), to be released with the film. It is a piece of exploitative hack writing which has nothing in common with the film except the picture on the cover. And Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster won't see a nickel of the undoubtedly massive royalties it will pull in.

***

T: Buck Rogers
F: Richard Caffey and Leslie Stevens
D: Daniel Haller
W: Glen A. Larson and Leslie Stevens
M: Stan Phillips
R: Universal, 1979, PG, 1:28
SE: David M. Garber, Wayne Smith, Bud Ewing, and Jack Faggard
S: Gil Gerard as Buck Rogers
Erim Grey as Col. Wilma Deering
Pamela Hensley as Princess Ardala
Henry Silva as Kane
Tim O'Connor as Dr. Huer
Felix Silla (body) and Mel Blanc (voice) as Twiki

Talk about nostalgic! Here's 'that crazy Buck Rogers stuff' brought to the silver screen. 1979 is the 50th anniversary of the Richard Galkins comic strip based on Philip Francis Nowlan's 1928 story, "Armageddon 2429 AD". Buck has been around since then in comics, radio, movie serials (played by Buster Crabbe, who also popularized Flash Gordon), and TV. Here he is back in an almost full-length feature film, brought to you by the producer of Battlestar Galactica with leftover parts and SFX footage from the ABC-TV series.

As we have often lamented, the average SF movie has about the same amount of money to spend as any other average movie, but SF usually demands much more from special effects. Since the producers have to cut corners, it's either the effects or the acting/writing that usually gets shorted. In this case, it was the acting/writing. (Publicity, too. One poster spelled "Kane" as "Cain" and O'Connor as "O'Conner", the marks of a rush job.)

Buck is played by an actor who looks, walks, talks, and (unfortunately) acts like a fat-fantated Lee Majors. His lines are designed to show his scintillating wit, but he comes off as a rather instupid smart-ass. The other players were evidently obtained at budget prices, as well.

The plot is quite simple, as befits a short movie. Buck, a 1987 astronaut cryogenically preserved in his spacecraft by a cloud of space gas, is discovered in 2491, by a Drakonian spaceship on an obstensible peace mission to Earth. They think he's a spy and since they have plenty to hide, ship him off to Earth. It's the same story there (nobody trusts anybody in this film.) Since Buck's loyalties do lie with Earth, he eventually aids in overcoming the nasty Drakoniens.

Star Wars' influence is seen in the cutey robot and in Buck's eye-hand coordination in a dogfight being superior to that of his onboard computer. Plot holes abound. Earth has evidently staved off the entire Drakonian space empire, even after ecological blight has reduced it to such a wasteland that only Chicago survives. (Gawd! How grisly! The head of Earth's entire defense force (18 spacecrafts) is only a colonel.) Buck casually strolls through..."
the rubble of old Chicago looking for his parents' grave and finds it in about half an hour.

Like Superman, Buck Rogers seeks to have its flaws overlooked in the spirit of good clean fun. But, like the scene in which Buck co-opts a formal ball by telling the instrumentalists to "get down and boogie", the effort falls flat.

** **

T: Watership Down
P: Martin Rosen
D: Martin Rosen
W: Martin Rosen
M: Martin Rosen
R: From the novel by Richard Adams (Macmillan, 1972)

Richard Adam's book Watership Down attracted a flock of admirers who swear that, after reading it, one will either believe that rabbits are humans or wonder if humans aren't rabbits. We found the praise for the book to be exaggerated.

Nonetheless, the animated feature film version is very pleasing. The rabbits are engaging, they are not anthropomorphized like cartoon characters, and the problems they face are realistic and wondrous ones. Fiver, a timid and frail psychic, foresees the destruction of the old Sandleford Warren, and his inventive friend, Hazel, leads a group of refugees to a new home on Watership Down. Along the way, they are pursued by hounds and humans; try to free a group of domesticated rabbits; are befriended by a grounded gull, Kehaar (who provides some of the best comic relief of any movie we've seen all year); and engage in a power struggle with General Woundwort, the massive tyrant rabbit who currently rules the down.

This film was premiered at IguanaCon and released later in the year. It evidently didn't do well, which is unfortunate, for it is beautifully done. About the only quibble we have with it is that it was a bit hard to sort out the individuals in the early going—all the rabbits looked alike to us—but by the end of the film we thought of them as friends. For sentimentality, Watership Down approaches Bambi without getting quite so mushy. (The song "Bright Eyes" was a bit too saccharine, though.)

Like Superman, this film also has a post-production book associated with it: The Watership Down Film Feature Book (Macmillan, 1978, $8.95). This one, however, is well worth getting in its right; it features about a hundred pages of color plates taken from frames of the film, and Adams himself supplied the accompanying narrative. It would make a fine gift.

** **

T: The Lord of the Rings
P: Saul Zaentz
D: Ralph Bakshi
W: Chris Conkling and Peter S. Beagle from the 1954-55 trilogy by J. R. R. Tolkien
M: Leonard Rosenman
R: United Artists, 1978, PG, 2:10

Christopher Guest as Frodo Baggins
William Squire as Gandalf
John Hurt as Strider/Aragorn
Michael Scholes as Samwise Gamgee

If Watership Down has a suit following, it's nothing compared to the devotees and admirers of J. R. R. Tolkien's immortal trilogy, The Lord of the Rings. Here we have the good old days with heavy emphasis on the "old".

To begin with, we should say that we admire the ambition of the undertaking, and we recognize in advance that almost anything humanly producible would fall short of the expectations of the books.

The question in almost all minds was "How close can Bakshi come to doing it right?" The consensus seems to be that he did fairly well, considering.

The chief flaw of the film is that it tried to cover too much of the trilogy. It was planned as the first of two films and so covers about a book and a half, ending with the battle of Helms Deep. Yet a more natural division would have been into three parts, so the first film would have ended, as the first novel does, with Frodo and Sam parting from the rest of the fellowship to strike out for Mordor. This would have allowed more time for some badly needed exposition. As it was, there was little time to get acquainted with the members of the fellowship, and camaraderie is one of the allures of the trilogy.

Just as Superman publicity proclaimed its credibility hinged on the flying scenes, so The Lord of the Rings' success or failure was in its depiction of the various races involved—hobbits, elves, and dwarves. The hobbits were rendered well; unlike many animated figures, their faces had character, rather than style. The elves were less successful. Here Tolkien describes the meeting in Lothlorien:

On two chairs beneath the bough of the tree and canopied by a living bough there sat, side by side, Celeborn and Galadriel. They stood up to greet their guests, after the manner of Elves, even those who were accounted mighty kings. Very tall they were, and the Lady no less tall than the Lord; and they were grave and beautiful. They were clad wholly in white; and the hair of the Lord Celeborn was of silver long and bright; but no sign of age was upon them, unless it were in the depths of their eyes; for those were keen as lances in the starlight, and yet profound, the wells of memory. The film's Galadriel, unfortunately, looks like a refugee from a commercial for cheap cosmetics. The dwarf, Gimli, is done even more poorly. He's burly enough for a dwarf, and has a bushy beard, but he's as tall as the humans and elves. Gollum, on the other hand, was very well realized, including his incessant whining and squirming. Much of the credit or blame for the appearance of the characters must go to Bakshi's decision to rotoscope the animation over film of live actors. This produced a curious side effect, as well: less animation was done on the minor characters, so they look more realistic than the main ones. In fact, since there's so little chance to get to know the main characters, this was often a clue as to who was important. But it was disconcerting that the familiar, human-looking characters were not the ones with whom we were expected to identify.

We had been hoping ever since [insert name] that Bakshi would get his chance to do justice to the epic. Too bad he couldn't have held out for just a little bit longer.

** **

T: The China Syndrome
P: Michael Douglas
D: James Bridges
W: Mike Gray, T. S. Cook, and James Bridges; novelization by Burton Wohl (Bantam, 1979)
R: Columbia, 1979, PG, 2:01

S: Jane Fonda as Kimberly Wells
Jack Lemmon as Jack Goddell
Michael Douglas as Richard Adams
Wilford Brimley as Ted Spindler
James Hampton as William Gibson
Scott Brady as Herman DeYoung
Peter Donat as Don Jacovich

It's easy to find the nostalgia in the animated fantasy of the two previous films, but where is it in a slick, well acted, cleverly produced suspense movie about that most modern of all phenomena, the
nuclear power generator? If the Land of Mordor can be construed as the wickedness of old, then the Ventana nuclear power plant, operated by California Gas and Electric Company, represents the wickedness of today. And if little powerless rabbits can be viewed as heroes for taking on a big, impersonal world, then the mannewoman Kimberly Wells of KCLA-TV, Channel 3 in Los Angeles. But most of all, we are confronted not with the Xenophobia of Buck Rogers or Roddy Shazam but with the technophobia whose topicality was (fortunately for Columbia stockholders) dramatized by the crisis at Three Mile Island, which occurred within days of the release of this film.3

Wells and free-lance cameraman Adams happen to be at Ventana doing a feature (the only kind of work KCLA station manager Jacovich will let her do), when a shudder runs through the building and the staff gets very excited. Adams surreptitiously films the activity in the control room, but Jacovich refuses to air it. Adams is pissed; he steals the film and contacts nuclear-power opponents to try to get it introduced at governmental hearings on a GCE&G proposal for another nuclear plant. Wells meanwhile Independently seeks out workers at Ventana. One of these is Jack Godell, an ex-Navy man whose devotion to nuclear power in general and Ventana in particular is worn like a badge of pride. But Wells' questions, as well as his own misgivings about the accident, prompt him to check further. He finds that X-rays of welds on a steam pump have been falsified. He tries to donate this evidence to Adams and Wells, but the proverbial big black limousine runs the messenger off the road, and another starts chasing him when he tries to testify in person. Desperate, he returns to Ventana, to the command of the master control room, and demands to be put on TV to tell his story. Wells is there to accommodate this demand, but Godell is nervous and not very articulate. In the midst of

"We get a lot of input for these reviews from our friends, but this particularly good comment we will credit directly to its source, Perri Corrick-West: "Six months from now everyone who saw The China Syndrome will think that's what happened at Three Mile Island." Probably right.

I'M A BIT WORRIED

Philip Kaveny

Pascal, who discovered the laws of probability in the late 17th Century, after he rolled one too many in the royal crap games at Versailles, made an interesting wager: he told his Cartesian-athletic buddies that he had come to believe in God. They asked him how he could accept that theistic drive, to which he replied that it was a question of simple probability for him: "If I believe in God, which costs me little, and there is none, I am simply dead. So let me be really honest about nothing. If there is even the smallest probability that there is a God and I have believed in him, then I win eternity. It is a bet that I cannot lose."

I think that this philosophical orientation is significant to an understanding of the importance of the film's relationship to the events that transpired at the nuclear-power plant at Three Mile Island, Pennsylvania.

For a long time, we have been told by the proponents of nuclear power that its use was a bet we had to take because of the depletion of supplies of clean fossil fuels, but also a bet that we would not lose because of the infinitesimal probability of the total breakdown of a nuclear-energy system, which would be needed to produce catastrophic results. I would go so far as to say that these beliefs have become an ideology for those interests which favor nuclear-fission energy technology. The film China Syndrome embarrassed many critics who, before Three Mile Island, called it alarmist Hollywood sensationalism. It asks us to rebalance the wager that a heavy investment in nuclear-fission technology implies.

For me, the most significant part of the whole film takes place in the single three-minute scene in the control room of a nuclear plant, early in the film. It seems that the power system almost fails in that few minutes on two levels. First, because a water-pressure gauge sticks and reads incorrectly, action is taken in accordance with wrong information. A structural steel in the containment by a contractor manifests itself at the same critical time. It appears to me that these two types of flaws have been inherent in human-created systems from the time that the first Viking misread a chart to the time that a containment vessel collapsed and contributed to the loss of shoe, horn, and man. In the past, we have always played our gambles and lost our Titanic and Hindenburgs and written it all off to experience.

However, Three Mile Island describes a whole different magnitude of game. I do not know for sure what happened at Three Mile Island, nor do I intend to reiterate what we have all read in Newsweek; I do not claim that the film China Syndrome is fact, or that it is a prophetic, almost docu-
The anti-nuclear forces are saying, "Look at the tremendous danger," while the pro-nuclear forces are saying, "Look at how we've minimized the risk." While neither side has a monopoly on accuracy, we find that nuclear opponents seem to have taken the attitude that this big atomic hammer might (figuratively) smash the hell out of our thumbs, so instead of simply being careful, we'd better get rid of the hammer. This ignores the advantages of nuclear power as well as the dangers and risks of the alternatives. For example, the danger from coal-fired plants is not nearly so dramatic, but the risk is substantially greater. It is almost a certainty that there are people who have died and are dying of lung cancer induced by smoke from coal-burning electric plants. While the risk of this occurring to any given person is low, it is happening to some. At this point, it is doubtful whether anyone can say the same about nuclear power.

So what does this have to do with the movie? Nothing directly, but it points out that a good film can provide a solid basis for meaningful exchange of ideas. The Chiza Syndrome presents one side of this issue very effectively, and we don't pretend that there isn't a substantial issue involved, whether we agree with the attitude of the film or not.

To be more specific about the film, then, it is absolutely convincing in its choice of locale, its pacing, and its characterization. Lemmon is brilliant at portraying Godell's agony over having to turn in and turn off the Ventana plant he considers a second home. Fonda is excellent as a woman trying to appear as much as "a piece of walking furniture", as Adams characterizes her early on. Douglas, portraying the most exciting character in the film, comes off much better than he did in Czar, probably because he feels more at home in this role. (He and Fonda are both opponents of nuclear power in their private lives.)

So far—and for a long time to come, we believe—this film can still be called science fiction. But it's a top-notch job.

—Reviewed in Janus 1/23.

The importance of The Chiza Syndrome is that it is able to suggest to us that we have tricked ourselves into believing we can win a sucker bet. When we were balancing mustard needs on the risk sides of the nuclear wager, we should have been using cinder blocks.

We learned in introductory philosophy that the strength with which we believe in the truth of a proposition has nothing to do with its correctness. I point this out to those who now want us to believe that there really never was anything to worry about in that out-of-control system because everything was really designed to work that way. After all, those fire hoses were just part of a complex backup system, and 500,000 potential evacuees never really had to leave, and besides, we have antiradiation drugs, and last of all, who really needs eastern Pennsylvania anyway—it's an economically depressed area.4

T: The Boys From Brazil
P: Martin Richards and Stanley O'Toole
D: Franklin J. Schaffner
S: Gregory Peck as Dr. Josef Mengele
Laurence Olivier as Ezra Lieberman
James Mason as Edward Selbert
Uta Hagen as Frieda Maloney
John Rubinstein as David Bannett
Lilli Palmer as Esther Lieberman
Jeremy Black as the clones of Adolf Hitler

Remember the good old days when the bad guys were really, truly, irrefutable bad? Rotten, corrupt, evil, and cruel? Nazis, in fact? The Boys From Brazil brings back those times of black and white, when we didn't have to concern ourselves with all those nuisancesome shades of gray in between.

Dr. Josef Mengele, a real-life Nazi who supervised anaesthesiologist operations, genetic experiments, and similar atrocities at Auschwitz, has never been found since World War II. It is widely assumed that he took refuge in South America, as did many other Nazis. This film assumes that he continued his experiments there. It's supposed to be a suspense film, as the audience tries to figure out what he's up to.

Let us spare you the trouble. He's created 94 clones of his idol, Adolf Hitler, and has stationed them in the families of 94 minor civil servants all over the world, hoping that—since he has duplicated the genetic background of Hitler—the environmental similarities will produce another Führer. To complete the plan, 94-year-old Foster Father must die as Hitler's father did when Adolf was 13, leaving him in the care of a doting mother. Thus the film follows neo-Nazi assassins to Gladbeck, Germany; London; a damtop in Sweden; and Wheelock, Massachusetts, where they do their dirty work. On the basis of a tipoff, Nazi hunter Ezra Lieberman (modeled on Simon Wiesenthal) tracks down the families of the victims and notices the same smotchy teenage kid in each place. After an interminable period, he figures out what the audience has already guessed an hour earlier, and ends up in a final showdown with Mengele at the home of another clone outside New Providence, Pennsylvania. There the Nazi and the Nazi hunter savage each other so that, as they roll over and over on the floor, it's impossible to tell which is which. (Though unintentional, this was probably the most telling point of the film.) The final resolution is provided by one of the clones, who sic's his dead dad's dogs on Mengele.

Since the element of suspense disappears fairly early, what's left to see? Some grisley executions. Some heel-clicking neo-Nazis. Some blue-eyed Indians. A nice high-angle shot of the Swedish dam. And an excellent performance by Olivier, who does a complete turn-about from his role in Marathon Man, where he was the sadistic Nazi doctor, and pulls it off with complete credibility. Jeremy Black as the young pseudo-Hitlers is also quite good. Here's how the real Hitler was described at the same age. "As far as I was concerned, Hitler left neither a favorable nor an unfavorable impression in Linz. He was by no means a leader of the class. He was slender and erect, his face pallid and very thin, almost like than of a consumptive, his gaze unusually open, his eyes brilliant."5 Black fits that to a T.

But these elements hardly justify the price of admission. Don't waste your time.

**  **  **

T: Quintet
P: Robert Altman
D: Robert Altman
W: Robert Altman, Frank Barhydt, Patriciza Resnick, and Lionel Chetwynd
R: 20th Century Fox, 1979, R, 1:57
S: Paul Newman as Essex
Bibi Andersson as Ambrosia
Vittorio Gassman as St. Christopher
Nina Van Pallandt as Deuca
Fernando Rey as Grigor
Brigitte Fossey as Vivia

We open this review with fair warning: this is a full-fledged Turkey Alert.

Robert Altman, with films like M*A*S*H, Nashville, and A Wedding to his credit, has earned the right to make damn near any film he wants to, and we were fairly excited to hear that he wanted to do SF. Better he should have stuck to real life. This is a horrible movie.

The world is iced over by climatic change, and the last vestige of civilization is the (unnamed) City, where the last of its once five million inhabitants spend all their time at a six-player board game called Quintet. The top players get to play in the periodic tournaments, where the concept of "killing" one's opponent is meant literally. Essex, fresh from hunting the world's last seals, stumbles into this and assumes the role of Redstone (the second player killed in the current tournament, Essex's brother the first) in order to figure it all out. By the time it's over, he is the last survivor, but it's made clear that his survival is only temporary, and there is no other reason for him or us to care any longer.

Though there's some source of electricity for the ubiquitous light bulbs, there's evidently no heat, and everyone wears several layers of clothes. (They must smell as bad as the movie.) To heighten the effect of the cold, the whole film is shot through filters which make it look as if the camera lens is starting to ice over from the outer rim inwards, a conceit which is annoying at best.

Altman usually picks out the little mannerisms within people and holds them up for examination, but heretofore he has always tempered this approach with humor—sometimes at the expense of those very foibles, true, but humor nonetheless. In Quintet, there are no admirable qualities in anyone; the film is single-mindedly, depressingly nihilistic.

It bombed in Madison, and richly deserves the same fate everywhere else.

In summary, then, we've gotten a healthy dose of nostalgia. But it's a more sophisticated nostalgia—updated and streamlined. And it includes nostalgia not only for the good old days, but for some aspects of the bad old days, too. After all, the good seems even better by contrast with the bad.

Speaking of which, we are almost as pleased at what we haven't seen lately. With the exception of Buck Rogers, we haven't had any films capitalizing on the popularity of Star Wars and Close Encounters, and we hope we will similarly be spared film versions of Captain Marvel, Green Lantern, the Human Torch, et alii in the wake of Superman. A TV pilot for Dr. Strange sank ignominiously, though Hulk, Wonder Woman, and Spiderman remain. But they get by without flying sequences, so the ripoff imitations of Superman may have to await a cheaper technology. That should give us a few years at least.

Lastly, we'd like to solicit your opinions.

We generally do a plot synopsis of each film we review, even though it's usually months after we (or you) have seen the film. Do you, our readers, find this helpful, or would you rather have us assume you've seen the film and just deal in reaction to it?

Please let us know.


In a dream where there are only the hunter and the hunted the rapist and his victim the torturer and the one interrogated each depends upon the other to provide the reason for existence

The only movement possible is pursuit and flight the only action possible is rape and victimization and the only relation possible is authority and surrender

Into this technology no new figures are admissible Love and trust are not even thought of How can equality enter where only hierarchy is allowed to be?

Rebecca Lesses
Last column generated more mail than any that has been written to date, so I've decided to continue talking about computerized fanzines.

Many of the correspondents missed the point of that article. Most of the computer features I described are not new. What makes them novel is that they are getting cheap enough for an individual to take advantage of. In a few years, these features, and the computers to support them, will be cheap, period. Computer power is dropping in cost by a factor of two every year—that means a factor of over 30 in five years and 1000 in ten. That incredible deflation is not going to level off for at least ten years. Such cost curves please me no end; they are very forgiving of sloppy prognostication!

Victoria Vayne has rightly pointed out that my price for a mimeo was far too high—it was more appropriate to a mimeo plus an electrostatic copy. She's right...but it doesn't matter very much. Even if I made the cost of the photocopier free, the cost of producing a page of a fanzine would drop by less than 50%. And each and every year, the cost of the computerzine drops by over 50%; sooner or later any means of cost-cutting (used machines, cheaper paper, slave labor, etc.) will be overtaken by that deflationary landside.

Along with these changes in price will come changes in form. A smaller machine or one with fewer components will cost less (up to a point) simply because of reduced assembly and material costs. Accordingly, this drive for lower prices produces compact and reliable gadgets as a byproduct. Computers stop being fussy laboratory instruments and become durable consumer goods.

By way of example, I'll talk a bit about computers that speak and hear. "Vocals" were demonstrated decades ago. Over ten years ago, they were being built into some special-purpose computers to allow them to talk. They weren't cheap, and their diction was nothing to speak of (*groan*), but they did work. In the past year or so, special circuit boards for home computers have allowed the machines to speak in intelligible English, at modest cost.

I knew about all of that. Still, I was surprised when Texas Instruments announced a talking computer for children called Speak and Spell. $65 is a battery-powered box about the size of a portable cassette player. $65 will speak a word that is typed into it and display it on a light-emitting-diode (LED) display at the same time. The machine can also "How do you spell XXX?" and will repeat the letters as the child types them in. If the
child makes an error the computer tells them so. SSS also includes a number of word games. In its basic form, it has a 200+ word vocabulary. TI will be selling small read-only-memory (ROM) cartridges that can be plugged into the machine to extend its vocabulary. SSS has to be rugged portable enough for a child to use. And it has to speak English well enough that parents won't go through the roof at the idea of their child talking 'like a machine'. SSS is all of these for $50.

It doesn't take too much imagination to see a machine which is nothing more than a talking book. Insert a ROM cartridge into the side and the machine reads to you from the cartridge. "Big deal!" you say. "A cassette machine will do that!" True, but this talking book uses the same "edition" of a fanzine that might be read on a screen or printed out by a printer. No longer would anyone need special (translated: expensive and not usually available) "blind" editions of publications; the handicapped would be able to "read" anything the sighted could.

Computers don't bear or make bear if not terribly exciting, progress. The two big stumbling blocks are extending the vocabulary (i.e., better discrimination between words) to a size big enough for an author and getting away from the need to "train" a machine for a user's voice. Still, the cost of what's available drops by a factor of two each year, and what is available gets better and better. Right now, machines are sold which will handle 1000 words. That is quite an improvement over the vocabularies available a few years ago.

The desirability of this feature goes well beyond convenience; arthritis, partial paralysis, and the like aren't all that uncommon. You try typing with less than two good hands and wrists if you think this is trivial! We're not there yet, but not too long after computers/zines get cheaper than paper zines, you will be able to dictate your zine at a reasonable price.

Nothing is perfect, I must admit. Ron's delightful letter [Ron Legro, January 12/13] pointed that out. I failed to make clear my own reservations last column: 10 years ago I gave up computer programming with a vow that I would never again use a computer too big to throw out a window. All of the problems I expected, experienced, and was forced to accept in the one Ron has had, are not likely to occur with the private owner-user. I won't elaborate too much on that; just look over his letter and note how many of the problems were due to someone else doing something stupid, either in using or designing the system. Such stupidities are all too common. I've committed them, and I'm sure that any of you who get a computer will commit new foibles all your own. But you will not be subject to someone else's mistakes, which is about all you can ask of any system.

There is one big category of problems you will have to deal with, called "protocols". A protocol is an agreement between computer users to handle equipment and information in a particular fashion, so that they can communicate with each other. Air traffic controllers use English to communicate with pilots all over the world. The agreement that English shall be the working language is an example of a protocol. (You can imagine the chaos such a protocol avoids!)

With computers, you have to decide what form the information will be communicated in, how fast, and when. How do you tell if someone is sending you a program or a fanzine? These are protocol questions. Most protocols will be settled long before the fans get into the game, but somewhere, sometime someone will go through hell working out the details. Some of those details will produce very important changes in the nature and kinds of fanzines around. More on that later.

A lot of you are hung up on hardware. Fair enough. Like Ron I certainly would not prefer to read a fanzine off a TV monitor. I like easy chairs and cozy fires and cuddly books. We had better have something a lot more convenient that CRT terminals before compusers catch on (unless massochism becomes a fashionable way of life).

What would be a nice fanzine reader? Me, I'd like something about the size of a looseleaf notebook (unopened). That would give me a big enough screen to be comfortable with. The screen had better be very good, with nice sharp type and full line graphics, at least. No blocky computer-type lettering for my precious eyeballs! Below the screen should be a small typewriter keyboard, so I can talk to my reader, and type up new zines as the mood hits. Obviously, the reader had better have storage for 100+ pages of text, be as portable as the aforementioned notebook, and run off batteries. Such a gadget would really be a full-fledged computer in disguise, but for the moment I'll ignore the fringe benefits as being gravy.

It seems that, at Xerox Palo Alto Research Center, some divinely mad scientists are trying to create such a machine. The goal of the X-PARC group is a general-purpose super scratch pad they call the "Dynabook". This all-around mental tool will let users handle facts, symbols, and information of any type in whatever form is most convenient to them, including sound and pictures. You, as a user, will decide just what kind of a mental tool the Dynabook should be for you; it is intended to be totally chameleonlike, adapting its features and capabilities to your needs.

This magic occurs through Smalltalk, a super-language which is designed to be used by someone totally unfamiliar with computers or programming. Smalltalk lets the user create the intellectual tools and symbology to fit the task at hand. Children are regularly using the Dynabook to create animated screens, story boards, games, personal card files, and whatever else their fertile minds can come up with. Adults have used the Dynabook to write and score music complete with staffs, bars, and a computer rendition of the final composition. (Dynabook includes a built-in speaker.)

With Smalltalk, you can create an object, give it a name, and thereafter reproduce it in any size, orientation, or position. Type faces for printers have been created this way. All one needs to do is render a given letter on the full screen, complete with serifs and flourishes, and tell the thing what letter it is. Thereafter, you can print it at will, any size, any time, just by calling (typing) that letter. I have seen a Sanskrit typeface and one representing ASL (American Sign Language) with little drawings of hands.

That gives a taste for Smalltalk. The Dynabook does not yet exist in final form; the so-called "interim Dynabook" is really a Dynadisk. But only a few years ago, it was a Dynaroom! The hardware to build Dynabooks is under development. No one doubts that the physical device I have described could exist within five years. Sometime this year, a big aerospace company will have the first "Dynascreen TV," an important step towards the Dynascreen. Printed copy is not an important feature of the Dynabook, but cheap printers will be available. Unfortunately, cheap paper will not exist. There are some things even computers can't do. (To clear up a misconception, the section of the column to which I referred in my first column was for rotogravure-quality full-color copying, not mimeo-quality B&W.) Unfortunately for Ron, no matter how he gets his copy of *Janua*, it's gonna cost him $3.00 just for paper in that
over-inflated future.

So why talk about paper? For that matter, why ever discuss memory chips? They are reusable—a negligible expense over a period of years. And quite unnecessary in some cases. One need not deliver a compazine on a chip. A telephone will work just as well (though chips are nice 'cause you can give them out at cons and meet people that way, etc.). Advanced (but not expensive) techniques allow a computer to send half a page of text (or one high-quality fillo) over a phone line in one second. Most fanzines could be distributed in the phone company's famous "first three minutes". About 50c at late-night highest rates. That is not just mailing cost, that is the total cost for a 50-100-page zine; there is no longer any repro cost.

It is not hard to add an adaptor that lets a computer talk over the phone lines; it is even legal and cheap. The Dynabook will probably incorporate one of these "modems". Note that current gadgets most like my hypothetical reader are, in fact, remote terminals designed specifically for phone use. You don't need special phone lines; all you need are enough fans with computers and phones to make it worth

handicapped ones as well! Once you have invented in a computer, you can publish as good or as ornate a fanzine and distribute it as widely as fans want, regardless of the state of your wallet.

Repro equipment will always be cheaper (because only repro artists and craftsmen will want them), but the ongoing cost of repro will quickly eat into a small bank balance. So the dedicated but poor printer puts out beautiful zines in miniscule editions. The dedicated but poor computer-publisher can turn out print runs as huge as the wealthiest. That is a little revolutionary.

New forms of fanzines appear. Personalzines still work, except that how do you find out if Jan Fan has published one? Someone will ultimately set up a current index to fanzines in print, I am certain. The publishers will phone in the updates and maybe even a short summary. Thereafter, you just call this central number to find out what is available from whom. This is the kind of data shuffling that computers are perfect for. The index fanzine, with keyword sorts and subject/author sorts will no doubt catch on in the more serious circles.

Another solution to the personalzine-scheduling problem will be the diaryzine. The author just updates it as she feels like it, and when you call, you get the update-to-date. (It is easy enough for your machine or the author's to keep track of what you received before, so time-wasting duplication doesn't occur.) Fanzines with lettercols could get interesting, especially if the editors provided an open file for locs on the current issue, which later readers would get when they called up for that same issue. Apas could become very odd. Think a bit about an apa which truly does become an N-dimensional conversation without collation dates or horrendous time-lags...and with everyone's file open to everyone else. Hmm.

Once you have agreed upon a set of protocols to make communication possible, almost any sort of fanzine is possible. The current limits of time, space, and bucks just don't apply; if you can agree upon a set of ground rules, you have a zine.

I'm almost out of room, so I'll just mention some areas for speculation. How do you maintain a "limited" circulation list with, for example, a computerized personalzine or apa? Should a protocol be that the subscriber always has to provide a password to the sending computer to get a copy of any zine? Should cons make terminals available the same way they now make available mimeos? Think about it.

Next time, you'll be getting something a bit different. "Future Insulation" will be jointly written by myself and Judie Erb. Judie is a biochemist in Michigan whose specialty has been the chemistry of the brain and behavior. The column will be entitled, appropriately enough, "The Biochemistry of Behavior", and it should raise more than a few eyebrows, because it will not be about the future. Instead, I'm going to devote my column to Judie's research into the mechanisms which control behavior. This is new research, and, with the lead times on journals, I am almost positive you will see it here first. It is also startling research. Individual behavior can be understood and predicted from biochemistry, it would seem, if one has the right tools. (I mean mental tools, not physical ones.) The models Judie is using are different from almost all other researchers...and so are her results.

Just incidentally, we'll touch upon the questions of innateness of aggression in men and women, the chemistry of sexuality, pigheadedness in the scientific community, and how to cure schizophrenia. Nothing very controversial.

10,000 POINT RANDOM WALK; 10 MINUTES OPERATING TIME / K8'98
PART 1: GETTING ORGANIZED

1.1: Introduction

Most science-fiction fans read SF for fun, which is the same reason why they read and write fanzines and sponsor and attend conventions. It's fun to read, write, and talk about spaceships and time machines, psychic abilities and magic, strange worlds and strange creatures, and the personal and societal interplay which result from all these. This kind of speculation is typical blue-sky activity for most fans.

But there's a down-to-earth side to fan activity as well. It's occasionally necessary—and sometimes desirable—to deal with real-world governmental agencies and their red tape.

This series of articles is based on the experiences of the Madison Science Fiction Group, known officially as the Society for the Furtherance and Study of Fantasy and Science Fiction, Incorporated, or SF² for short. The articles detail some of the advantages of going through some of that red tape which facilitates the blue sky. They do this in a step-by-step, nuts-and-bolts kind of way, so that you can do the same for your group.

Why bother? Let's take a quick look at what SF² can do as a result of its efforts. Donations: Individuals who donate money to SF² can claim the donation as a tax deduction. SF²'s own income is exempt from state and federal income taxation, and its expenditures are exempt from state sales tax. Mailing: SF² can ship out 200 or more copies of an 8-ounce fanzine for 16¢ a piece, 90¢ less than the first-class rate. And we're authorized to use a rubber stamp instead of the kind you have to lick. Freebies and Chapbooks: The group can apply for grants from federal agencies and private foundations which are only available to non-profit organizations. If we want to advertise our convention (or anything else, for that matter) we can usually qualify for lower rates in the local newspapers. Finally, the group can qualify as a recipient for cheap federal surplus property. Legal protection: As a member of a corporation—rather than a club or other type of informal group—an individual cannot be held personally liable for the legal consequences of negligence or libel or other improper actions of the group. The limit of liability is the total worth of the organization, personal property cannot be touched. Prestige: Much as fans may scoff at the mundane concept of prestige associated with a society or corporation, it does have its advantages, both for the organization and for its officers, who have a snazzy listing to put on their resumes when job-hunting. Another intangible is the knowledge of who you are and what you're about, a mechanism for changing the whole works if you've a mind to. Lastly, there's the practice acquired by having jumped through the government's hoops now, so you can do it more smoothly again if the need arises.

1.2: What To Read

This article is divided into five Installments:

1: Getting Organized (which you're now reading);
2: Corpse Delicatessen;
3: Death without Taxes;
4: Mailing Permits and Their Friends; and
5: Copyrights and Copy Wrongs.

Roughly speaking, the earlier installments give steps which are necessary pre-requisites for the procedures in the later installments.

Of course, as it is always true, you can keep reading to satisfy your curiosity, even if you can't put this information to immediate use.
you could probably get a few chuckles out of a name like the (hypothetical) Outer Hixville Hog-Calling, Swill-Guzzling, and Moral Turpitude Association, but what do you do after the joke wears thin?

More importantly, what do you do to identify your group to those who cannot figure it out from surface appearances? To say personal for a moment, I confess to having been almost completely unaware of fandom throughout more than a decade of reading SF. About the only glimmering I had of it was through the convention listings in Analog, and I didn’t really have any idea who put those cons on. If I had heard of an organization like the aforementioned Outer Hixville etc., I would not have connected it with SF. Ever since discovering Madison fandom, I have harbored this nagging feeling that there are probably lots of other people just like me out there, who would be interested in fandom if they only knew it existed. It seems to me that the very least a fan group can do for folks like this is not to disguise itself.

Thus, at a minimum, the group’s name should contain the words “science fiction.” Another common element is a geographic locator—the name of a city or university, for instance. Back on a collective noun like “group” or “society” or “association” and you’re in business. One word of warning, though: avoid the word “club”; the Internal Revenue Service specifically refuses to give tax exemptions to hobby clubs, and you should avoid looking like one.

If you incorporate, you will have to include the word “corporation” in your name or append the word “incorporated” or “limited” to an existing name. The latter procedure is probably easier if you want to start informally and work your way up to incorporating. You can’t legally use these terms if you’re not incorporated, though, so don’t jump the gun.

Does this mean that you can’t have some cute fannish name? Of course not! Just as I am known as Richard Steven Russell in legal documents, Richard S. Russell in other writing, and Dick in conversation, so too can a group be known by several names, depending on the audience. Just be sure you aim the names properly. For example, SP³ is in fact the University of Wisconsin as the Madison Science Fiction Group, a perfectly serviceable name which is used on all our publicity for theme meetings to which we specifically invite the public. Yet, at one such meeting, the room schedule listed us as MadSTF, which was not only uninformative but inconsistent with the publicity, so anyone trying to find the Madison Group meeting that evening probably missed it. Names like “MadSTF” may have their uses in fannish circles or informal conversation, but they should not be aimed at other audiences.

1.4: Types of Official Documents

There are six types of official documents which any organization may encounter: (1) a right-to-exist document, which we will call a charter; (2) an incorporation document, called “articles of incorporation”; (3) a basic structure and purpose document, the “bylaws”; (4) a guide to parliamentary procedure,

Of course, if it’s more oriented toward fantasy, or specifically to the works of Tolkien (for example), or to Star Trek, then you should get that emphasis into the name instead.

Actually, I would just as soon the name MadSTF perished from the face of the planet, because it really doesn’t mean anything. Ostensibly, it’s an abbreviation of “Madison scient fiction,” which may be the name of a body of literature but which definitely doesn’t denote a group of people. Besides, the term “scient fiction” died (or should have) with Hugo Gernsback. However, I have been assured by numerous individuals that this is just my problem. *Sigh*

which we will call the “meeting rules”; (5) a summary of the actions of any meeting, the “minutes”; and (6) a compendium of organizational policies, the “standing rules”.

A charter is typically issued by a parent body to an affiliate, by a university to a recognized student group, and/or by a state to a corporation. In the latter case, a charter will be issued only after the articles of incorporation are properly filed. This process will be discussed at length in the second installment.

The term bylaws is used because that’s the word that most states apply to the document controlling a corporation. You are probably more familiar with the term “constitution”; it means the same thing. It is here that the basic nature of the organization is described. Every group should have bylaws, so they will be discussed in detail in the next section.

The most famous set of meeting rules is the alliterative Robert’s Rules of Order, Revised, which is one of the worst possible things you can use. It’s based on the rules of Congress. Congressional representatives are professional meeting attenders and are in top practice to handle a complicated set of rules; almost nobody else is. There are lots of better, simpler meeting guides on the market. The best place to start looking for one is your local public library. Or you can go one better and write your meeting rules into your bylaws in a very simple form, thereby eliminating the need for a separate document altogether. This is what SP³ has done.

Article 7 Section 4 of the bylaws reads:

Insofar as possible, the presiding officer shall endeavor to allow full discussion of all issues. Where possible, decisions should be reached by consensus. Where necessary, a majority vote will be determinative. Debate may be terminated by a 4/5 vote.

Does it work? Yup. It’s an effective approach in a small body of relatively like-minded people with a common purpose. It might not work as well in a larger or more diverse group. It’s designed to foster the habit of listening to other people and trying to view everything out as much as possible to the satisfaction of all concerned. It’s difficult to shut anyone up, so there’s free-ranging discussion, yet it is possible to come to a vote if necessary to obtain resolution of disagreements.

The minutes of a meeting use the same major headings which are used in the meeting agenda: (1) call to order; (2) quorum count; (3) reports; (4) committee reports; (5) nominations, elections, and appointments; (6) unfinished business; (7) original business; (8) announcements; and (9) declaration of adjournment. Individual items under each major heading should be numbered, and different actions on each item should be lettered.

Copies of the much simpler, 14-page Amateur’s Meeting Guide are available from SP³ for $1 apiece.
the next mailing." "No, we didn't." "I thought
that was for the mailing permit. "Well, it doesn't
matter now; it's spent." Who told you it was OK to
spend it?" Etc.) Better to write things down and
know than to trust to memory and guess.

Sometimes the organization will want a record
of precedents and official policies. While the
minutes contain such a record, they're not easy to
use, since they're organized chronologically, rather
than by subject. So the group can set up a secondary
source document, the standing rules, where such mat-
ters may be formally entered. Standing rules con-
rol the everyday workings of the group, and thus
should be easier to change (typically by majority
vote at any meeting) than the bylaws or article of
incorporation, which determine the very nature of
the organization. Examples of the sorts of things
which get into the standing rules are the types of
expenditures which can be paid without specific
authorization of a meeting, procedures to be fol-
lowed for mailings, lists of people to be consulted
for certain decisions, etc. If standing rules are
set up, they should contain only those things which
are specifically identified by the group as being
standing rules; otherwise they will become too clut-
tered with miscellaneous, thereby defeating the
whole purpose for having them. Many groups get by just
fine without standing rules.

1.5: The Bylaws

The bylaws should consist of at least the
following articles: (1) name, (2) purposes, (3) mem-
bership, (4) officers, (5) executive board, (6) com-
mmittees, (7) meetings, (8) finance, and (9) amend-
ments. As it happens, these are just the articles in
the SP³ bylaws. You can include additional items
if you think they're important, but, if you do
so, list them under an appropriate heading.
Don't start something called "Miscellaneous" or it will
grow to be larger than the rest of the bylaws com-
bined; a little thought will enable you to categorize
almost anything under a meaningful heading. Or, if
you have standing rules, you may wish to list some
of the things there that would otherwise go into the
bylaws. In any event, the articles can be subdivided
into sections, which can be further subdivided into
paragraphs; all of these should be numbered for easy
reference.

Manus have already been discussed in Section
1.3.

The purposes are very important, since they
have a strong bearing on whether you can get a tax-
exemption. Since the purposes should be the same
in the bylaws as in the articles of incorporation,
they will be discussed at greater length in the
second installment.

Under membership you can list who is or isn't
eligible to join your organization and what their
rights and privileges are. These can be as sketchy
or as thorough as you want, but should at a minimum
include some mention of who is eligible to vote.
It's possible to set up different classes of member-
ship (e.g., student members, non-voting members,
etc.). There are about as many ways of doing this
as there are Asimov novels, so you are pretty free
to do what you want. Just two words of caution:
make sure you can identify a member (and of what class)
at any given time, and make sure there is some provision for memberships to expire if
not renewed. The simplest way to do this is to sell
minimum memberships for $1 a year.

SP³ has found that it can manage just dandy
with five officers, a president, vice-president,
recording secretary, corresponding secretary, and
treasurer. The bylaws list their duties, which are
pretty much what you'd expect. This article should
also include any qualifications necessary for elec-
tion to office and provisions for time of election,
term of office, vacancies, and removals.

The executive board may seem superfluous to a
small organization, but corporations are required by
law to have boards of directors, and they provide a
useful way to make decisions in a hurry, if that
should ever be needed. If the membership is geo-
graphically dispersed, an executive board is impor-
tant. Here is the entirety of Article 5 from the
SP³ bylaws:
The officers shall constitute the executive board.
The executive board has complete authority to man-
gen the affairs of SP³ between meetings of the
general membership, subject, however, to the di-
rection of meetings of the general membership.

Commissions can have their names and duties
listed in the bylaws, or there can be a mention that
such names and duties will be specified in the stand-
ing rules. SP³ has found that allowing the presi-
dent to appoint all committee members works well,
but they can be elected if desired.

Meetings of the general membership can be held
as often as weekly or as infrequently as yearly.
State law requires each corporation to hold an annual
meeting with advance notification to all members;
this makes the procedure complicated enough that SP³
only wanted to go through it once a year, the legal
minimum. In the interim, everything is handled
either by committee or by the executive board. Ex-
ecutive board meetings can be specified in the by-
laws but a more practical approach is to allow it
to meet at the call of any two executive-board mem-
bers. Committees can meet at the call of the chair.
This article should specify the quorum required;
this can be either a percent of members or a fixed
number of members. You should also decide whether
you wish to allow proxy votes; some state laws re-
quire you to do so, and it usually doesn't hurt to
build this provision into the bylaws.

Fina, an essential matter to any group,
deserves an article of its own to specify the fiscal
year (which the IRS will ask about if you want to be
tax-exempt), the amount of annual dues for each
class of membership, and the way in which expend-
itures may be authorized. (Usually it takes a speci-
fic vote or authorization by standing rule, and
checks should be signed by two officers.) Finally,
this article should contain a provision dealing with
dissolution of the organization. Since the articles
of incorporation should contain identical wording,
this provision will be discussed in the next install-
ment.

Lastly, an article on amendments will indicate
how to change the bylaws. They shouldn't be too
easy to change, since they're quite fundamental.
Usually a vote of at least two thirds of the people
attending an annual meeting is required, as well as
advance notice.

1.6: Finding an Address

The things to look for in an address are, in
order of importance, (1) permanence, (2) accessibil-
ity, and (3) officiality. Taking these factors into
account, the order of preference for addresses is:
(1) an office, (2) a post-office box, (3) a private
home, and (4) a private apartment or dorm room.

An office is best, since it represents an
official, permanent address that is accessible to
all group members and also to others like delivery
people and out-of-town fans. Offices are expensive,
though, unless you have an "angel" or are affiliated
with a larger organization such as a university.

---

6Copies of the SP³ bylaws can be obtained for
25¢ each as examples of both form and substance.

7Eschew that abomination of the communicative
process, the Roman numeral; Arabic numerals work
marvelously well in all cases.
this option will probably remain a dream for most groups.

Therefore, the next best bet (the one SF3 is using) is a post-office box. It's official, permanent, and accessible to all members of the group during post-office hours; however, it is not very accessible to others, and you can't put a telephone in one.5 As of this writing (1979 June), here are the available sizes of PO boxes, at least in Mad City:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>Rental</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
<td>12 cm</td>
<td>8 cm</td>
<td>36 cm</td>
<td>$20/yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2</td>
<td>15 cm</td>
<td>13 cm</td>
<td>36 cm</td>
<td>$40/yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3</td>
<td>15 cm</td>
<td>27 cm</td>
<td>36 cm</td>
<td>$56/yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4</td>
<td>31 cm</td>
<td>27 cm</td>
<td>36 cm</td>
<td>$90/yr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to apply for a PO box, you must give the name and address of some real person who can be contacted in case there are any problems, like oversized mail or deliveries from commercial carriers like UPS. Although the US Postal Service will not bug you to keep this up to date, it will be to your own advantage to do so. You can ask for a mnemonic box number like 1984 or 2001, but don't count on getting it; indeed, depending on availability, you may not get anything at all. You should consider in advance if you're more interested in key or combination locks; the latter make the box accessible to more people in your group, for an official depository. Your good or ill.

The last two categories are private residences and share the disadvantages of unofficiality and limited accessibility. But they're cheap, and, although you may not be able to hold meetings there, you can take phone messages or put up out-of-towners if the residents aren't too unwilling to have their privacy invaded. These two differ mainly in their degree of permanence, Category 4 traditionally involving greater transience than Category 3.

Whatever you choose, remember that the first criterion is permanence. Unless you are kicked out of your house or apartment or can get a really good deal on an office, stick with the address you start with.

1.7: Getting a Telephone

A telephone is a great convenience, but don't expect to get one in the name of your organization. The charge to an organization is the same as the business rate, and it's more money than the phone is worth. Probably you'll end up listing the home phone of one of the officers if a phone number is required for anything.

1.8: Getting a Checking Account

You are now at the stage where you can start filing legal documents. Since these usually require a filing fee, you will need a checking account.9

There are two main considerations in choosing a financial institution: (1) convenience and (2) cheapness.

For convenience, we find that a bank close to our post-office box is handy, but picking one on your treasurer's way home from work or near her or his home might do as well.

Relative to economy, most banks have a minimum monthly charge and/or a per-check charge, but these can be canceled if you maintain a specified minimum balance; look for the lowest minimum-balance requirement. Be sure to ask if the bank offers any special low rates to non-profit organizations. Some do, and you will want to avoid these yourselves of the benefits.

You might also want to look into credit unions, which may allow you to withdraw money from interest-bearing accounts, something which banks are (at present) prohibited from doing.

Once you've chosen your bank, ask the customer-service rep for a copy of a resolution designating the bank as an official depository. Your organization will have to pass the resolution and file it with the bank. (If you eventually incorporate, you'll have to do this again, because the form of the corporate resolution differs, but you can cross that bridge when you come to it.)

You should have decided on a treasurer and a procedure for cosigning checks. You have just passed the depository resolution. All you need now is your initial deposit, which can be as little as $5. If you've got a provision for dues, this is the time to start charging them. Otherwise, someone will have to advance the money for the initial deposit.

When you order your checks from the bank, be sure to list your address but avoid listing specific officers' names, which are subject to change. If you plan on having a cosignature procedure (highly recommended), you should specify two signature lines on the checks as well.

When your checks arrive in the mail, you're ready for the next step: incorporation.

---

8Notwithstanding the cover of James 8.

9You may eventually have enough money built up to think about opening a savings account, but initially a checking account will suffice.

---

CIRCUS

By Philip E. Kaveny

It is nearly 70 feet from her perch
to the sawdust center ring,
still fragrant from the bears preceding.
The spotlight breaks to a million rainbows
as it strikes
the thousand prisms of her sequined costume.
The crowd falls silent
with a rush
as she signals the net to be cut.
His strong ethical hands wait inverted,
as always,
to catch and save.
White cloth defines the shape of his taut pectorals.
After all, it is
the catcher upon whom it all depends.
She swings twice, turns,
spins twice, thrice,
and is free.
With palms open to the sky
she disdains the patient ethical hands
that would/could have always caught and saved.
She is dead,
you wish you hope you breathe.
Dead, you say,
Smashed against the sawdust.
You are wrong, fools.
She has always kept a single perfect secret
from you and herself:
She can fly.
Amateur and small-press publications are often born of a relatively small and geographically dispersed group of people with a need to communicate a special interest. It is not surprising, then, to discover the feminist community as active in the little-magazine field as are SF fans with their fanzines. Like SF fan journals, the content of these does not necessarily adhere to the original special interest, but encompasses every available topic. SF fanzines often discuss everything but SF, though they maintain the common assumption that everyone probably likes SF. Similarly, feminist little magazines cover the same vast ground, with the common assumption that everyone probably has some kind of feminist understanding. Publications such as Janas, Windhausen, and The Witch and the Chameleon have to one degree or another provided a bridge between these divergent small-press and amateur publishing areas. It seems only fitting to introduce the readers of Janas to some of the magazines on the other side of the bridge.

Feminism is speculative in many senses, once our hope of a better world lies in looking for future trends and directions, extrapolating alternatives. It is not surprising, then, to note an avid interest in SF among the feminist little magazines. *Chromo-Ut's* special "Science Fiction and Other Fantasies" issue (Vol 6 No. 2) includes poetry and photographs with fantastic imagery. The fiction is unexpectedly good—unexpectedly good—expectedly that the authors apparently are not aware of conventional SF themes and yet have done outstanding stories. Unlike fans, feminist writers aren't necessarily steeped in the genre's "traditions" which might translate as "sexist clichés". This lack of familiarity seems more an asset than a liability.

Ellen Berger Olson's "A Place of Cautious Dispersion" is written in an experimental style and reveals a totalitarian environment where even things like walking in the park or breathing fresh air are rare, expensive commodities. Meaningful relationships must be formed to win support and advance their means to survive their costs. Only things like sorrow and its attendant pain are freely available.

"The New Ice Age" by Kathryn Kramer is an odd tale of some very domestic sorts of ladies carrying on their ordinary lives as though the world outside weren't coming to an end.

If I've a criticism of any of the fine material in this issue, it is that feminist authors, like traditional SF authors, have been unable or unwilling to extrapolate anything but horrid futures. There's no suggestion that these authors believe the "better tomorrow" we're all hoping for will ever happen. I've five other issues of *Chromo-Ut* on hand, the latest being Vol. 5, No. 1. All have excellent reproduction of artwork and photography, with pristine typography, on slick enamel paper. It's a quality little magazine on every level and recommended to all with any interest whatever in women's arts.

The magazine's name, by the way, is Yishatan for "Mother of the Temple Peak", the name of the world's highest mountain, which the English renamed after a man.

$1.50 per copy or $4.00 for a four-issue subscription from *Chromo-Ut*, Box 4127, Ashkeret, MA 01910.

*Quest: A Feminist Quarterly* is another superb small-press magazine. The 1975 "Future Visions" issue is still available; it includes a fantasy story by Sally Gendert and an interview with Joanna Russ. The current issue (Vol. 4, No. 3) on "The Body Politic" includes articles about death as a feminist issue, the politics of sickness, the horrific battle-feeding campaign by big business in underdeveloped countries, macerual-extraction procedures, etc. This is a serious magazine, but without academic stuffiness. The article by Paula Webster on rape research was fascinating to me for its anthropological insights and its gory fun at Marxist anthropologists' la Father Engel and Mother Reed, the god and goddess of many feminist pre-historians.

This professional-looking magazine is recommended to all who wish more than a superficial insight into feminism as a philosophy.

$1.75 per copy or $6.00 for a four-issue subscription from Quest: A Feminist Quarterly, Box 1842, Washington, DC 20003.

Two copies of the Canadian women's little magazine *Room of One's Own* is before me (Vol 3 Nos. 3 and 4). The first is largely poetry of high quality, and a super article on Gertrude Stein and the 19th century women's movement by Kate Armata. There's one other essay, a short story, and outstanding reviews. The last issue is my favorite of the two. This one isn't too-heavy with poetry, having a nice balance of poetry and fiction in the first.

\*Remember to boycott the products of Nestle's, the most arrogant offender!\*
in sharp, clear black and white, on top-grade paper. Kosko's well-presented work is phalic (and I mean vaginally so; check your dictionary if you thought phalic meant something else, bois, and fem. "andreas's penis"
and she herself as Peter Pan, Simone Simon, Anna Pavlova, and Martha Graham are lovely, whimsical, eccentric, and very, very fine. Among the poetry is "ballad" by Elizabeth Ann Shiell. It's about ballerina Emma Livry, who died in 1000s of barns sustained on stage at the Paris Opera. It is a grim and beautiful poem, without exception.

Truly an artists' little magazine, this one comes with my triple-star recommendation. The production is clearly as much an art as are the graphics, verse, and prose it features.

$2.00 per copy or $5.00 for a four-issue subscription from City, Route 2, Box 118, Corvallis, OR 97330.

***

I'm looking at three issues of Black Maria, named after the little paddy wagon which used to haul off nasty suffragists who were busy upsetting women long before this "new" women's movement got started. The most current issue in my possession (Vol.1 No.2) is a marvel. It contains two surreal vignettes about love of art: "like off my arm and," she says, "do you have a heart?" visiting the author, Jacqueline de Angelas, in Sliabhmore, Ohio. Barbara Shaen's "Pretty Tale" also has surreal undertones. On the non-fiction side is Barbara Sankey's piece on a little-known heroine, Ida Lewis, a lighthouse keeper in the 1800s who made many heroic voyages in spite of shipwrecked crews.

In one of the previous issues (Vol.1 No.2) Barbara Jorg's "Sweetheart" stands out in my mind even now. A clever, righteous horror story, this tale would be at home in any collection of horror fiction.

Unlike the above mentioned journals, black Maria is n't typset and professional in appearance. It's typed on a Selectric and printed with economic care, but it remains a superior magazine, with some of the best written material of anything mentioned here. As highly recommended as the rest.

$1.50 per copy or $5.00 for a four-issue subscription from Black Maria, 815 W. Wrightwood, Chicago, I1 60614. Ask about subscriptions.

***

The interest in anthropology ("one part possible fact and nine parts imagination" according to a University of Washington anthropology professor), mysticism, theories, and gods often gives the feminist press an air of high fantasy. There's nothing escapist or unrealistic about it, however. As "history" or "prehistory" these feminist looks backward are no more or less biased than any other theoretically "objective" (har!) / istorian's perspective. As "fancy" these feminist interpretations are all compelling, exciting, enticing, and above all, visionary. It is this "visionary" aspect that causes anthropology and social science to have so much to do with the future as well as the past. For example, if it can be shown that women were not subjugated in every past epoch, why not assume subjection in every future epoch? Or, if we study Ilongo, Tiwi, or Philippine rain-forest peoples and discover them to be nearly non-sexist, totally peaceful cultures, then we can stop thinking we are descended on polite nudes and that there is something "natural" or primal about war, rape, or women's subservience. Such observations offer hope for that better tomorrow. With world turmoil, sex power, and racism shown to be modern phenomena rather than relics of some imagined "barbaric" era, we begin to take responsibility for our lapses and we begin to work for change within ourselves.

And, incidentally, we can begin to write, read,
and enjoy better SF and fantasy. As past blends into future, fantasy blends into SF; so it's no wonder clear distinctions are never possible: every dichotomy is an invented one. Objectivity, too, is a myth, and the mystical concept that all truth is fictitious applies even to the queen of sciences, math—for even math becomes more and more theoretical, malleable, and subjective in its most advanced states.

The point is that everything is myth. We are the product of our myths, and if we can create better myths, we can begin to be better people. The humane interpretation of our supposed knowledge of past and current events, and of possible future events, is as important to feminists as it is to authors of the fantastic.

"The Great Goddess" issue of the magazine Heresies is, then, a major achievement for the small press. This is the only title reviewed here which is not a little magazine. It's huge: 140 pages mea-

suring 8.5 by 11 inches. It explores the past by looking at classical and pre-classical goddesses and goddess faith; the present, with its look at the re-emergence of goddess imagery in contemporary women's rites and mysticism; and the future, with such articles as Grace Shinnell's "Woman's Primacy in the Coming Reformation".

Ti-Grace Atkinson, in her recent farewell address when moving from Seattle, condemned this preoccupation with spirituality and plead for more

objective, political, and empirically demonstrable hypotheses and debate. I agree that there are dangers inherent to a preoccupation with the emotional to the exclusion of a logical view of the world. And yet the dichotomies in the world really are artificial, including the one that separates "logic" from "emotion", or "mystic" from "political", or even fantasy from SF. Where the objective leaves off and the subjective begins is a random drawing of lines. The mere act of line-drawing removes logic from emotion, creates the artificial dichotomy, and presents the dangers inherent to anything resembling religion or messmery. Still, religious zealots have not been more vicious than political maniacs, so the danger seems to remain "one without the other" rather than one over the other, or in prejudices irrespective of perspective.

I at least am excited by the advent of a new goddess movement. It captures the imagination, it gives strength. I don't see it leading to some kind of organized religious jihad with Amazon soldiers putting male-chauvinist pigs to the Guillotine. Such zealots (or bigots) exist in mystic and political circles alike—and so do brilliant, gentle, physically and emotionally strong philosophers, experiencing the best of both spheres with self-love and love for others.

Excuse me if I gotten more into my own interior with this "review" than into Heresies. But a proper review of more than 25 articles, almost as many visual features, and 14 poets would take even more space than my present reflections. The issue of Quest: A Feminist Quarterly reviewed above featured an article about the needless barriers between "mystic" (inner) feminism and "political" (outer) feminism. Both are necessary for our wholeness, and "The Great Goddess" issue of Heresies helps women find that interior strength with which to confront the exterior world.

$3.00 plus 50c postage from Heresies, Box 766, Canal St. Station, New York, NY 10013.

"View from the Other Side" was conceived as a series of columns looking at the feminist press. Whether a second column appears depends on my time and Janus' interest. The illusion given from the above selection is that the feminist press consists entirely of high-quality journals, but I've been selective. In fact, the range of quality covers the same range seen among fanzines: Boozatt crud to Algol professionalism. The above selection of magazines was chosen on the basis of (a) not being the sort of "radical" journal that would alienate non-feminists of men among Janus' readership, (b) good physical appearance, and (c) high-quality writing.

I would like to look at other kinds of publications in later installments—publications and journals with less universal appeal but potentially of equal or greater importance on other levels.

In the present selection, I think any Janus reader could safely obtain everything reviewed and not be disappointed, threatened, bored, annoyed, or robbed by a single item. In simpler language: buy them all.
VULGAR ADVERTISEMENT

FANZINES

$Corv: (Perri Corrcl-W<st) Multi-colored eclecticism.
$Regeneration: (John Bartelt) Long-lost Madison fan holds forth from darkest Minneapolis.
$Jama: (Janice Bostad and Jeanne Comoll) Hugo-nominated, feminist-oriented genzie.
$Stovign: (Hank Luttrel) Hugo-nominated personal journal of popular culture: music, STF, comics, movies, comics, etc. Now offset. Sample copy: $1.00.
$SHA!: (Vicki Carson and Kathy Bobel) "HPS, "Shrieks from the Void", and other irreverencies. Sample copy: $1.00.

CONVENTION

The Wisconsin Convention of Science Fiction (WisCon) is co-sponsored with the University of Wisconsin Extension. WisCon 4 will be held 1980 March 7-9 with Guests of Honor Octavia E. Butler, Beverly Delmar, David Hartwell, and Joan D. Vinge. Membership: $8.00 until Feb. 29, $5.00 March 1-6, $10.00 March 7-9.

UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS

"Never heard of it." — H. G. Wells
"Full of that crazy Buck Rogers stuff." — Hugo Gernsback
"I think that I shall never see a fanzine lovely as a tree, but maybe this one can fake it."
—Joyce Kilmer
"I thought I detected your foul stench." — Princess Leia Organa
"Ruffin!" — Bob Tucker
"No sense of humor." — John W. Campbell

OTHER ACTIVITIES

$Madison Science Fiction Group. Meets Wednesdays at Nick's Bar and Grill, 226 State St. in Madison, except last Wednesday of each month at the "event," usually discussion of an SF author or theme and held at Union South on the UW campus. New faces welcomed. Group members also contribute to the Madison Review of Books, heard over WORF-PM (89.7 MHz) and seen on Cable Channel 4.

"The Science Fiction and Fantasy Hour," hosted by James Andrew Cox on WORF-PM.

$SF Book of the Month Circle. Discusses a different novel each month. Meets informally in people's homes and apartments. Pretzels featured.

$Dungeons and Dragons. A corps of dungeon masters holds at least one adventure a week.

$Speakers bureau. The presentation (some with slides) on any SF-related topic, including cats and the metric system.

$Library. Group collection of fanzines, paperbacks, magazines, etc. Contributions welcome.

UMBRELLA ORGANIZATION

All of the foregoing activities are coordinated by the Society for the Furtherance and Study of Fantasy and Science Fiction (SF^3), a non-profit, non-stock Wisconsin corporation. For information on how you can become an active or supporting member of SF^3 (contributions being tax exempt), write to:

SF^3, Box 1624, Madison, WI, 53701

ARTISTS' SELF-PORTRAIT GALLERY

Those who are interested in obtaining artwork from the following contributors to this issue should contact the artists directly. Artresses submitting work to *Jama* should include a self-portrait for our gallery.

Kurt Baty
Box 306
Austin, TX 78741

Richard Bruning
409 S. Livingston St.
Madison, WI, 53703

Alexis Gilliland
4303 8th St. S.
Arlington, VA, 22204

Jeanne Comoll
2018 Jenifer St.
Madison, WI, 53704

Joan Hanke-Woods
4243 N. Hermitage St. #3-D
Chicago, IL, 60613

Teddy Harvia
Box 5402
Fort Worth, TX, 76108

C. Lee Healy
1862 Spruce St.
Livermore, CA, 94550

Tim C. Marion
1021 S. Dewey Ave.
West Chester, PA, 19380

James McLeod
4188 Birdwell Way
North Highlands, CA, 95605

Joe Pearson
17830 Kinzie St.
Northridge, CA, 91325

Gene Perkins
1519 E. Howell St.
Seattle, WA, 98122

Sarah Prince
2369 Williams St. #A
Columbus, OH, 43202

Gregory G. R. Rhine
1032 Church St.
Wisconsin Dells, WI, 53965

Georgie Schnobrich
1019 Villas Av.
Madison, WI, 53715

Stu Shiffman
880 W. 181st St. #A
New York, NY, 10033

David M. Vereschagin
10650 103rd St. #201
Edmonton, Alb., T5H 2V5
WisCon 4
March 7-9 1980

at a recent madison science fiction group meeting... it started again!!

WisCon4

Professional Guests of Honor: OCTAVIA BUTLER
                                        JOAN VINGE

Guest Editor of Honor: DAVID HARTWELL

Fan Guest of Honor: BEV DEWESE

REGISTRATION: $8 until February 29, 1980
No registrations accepted March 1-6, 1980.
$10 March 7-9, 1980.

ADDRESS: SF3, Box 1624, Madison, WI 53701